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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, AUGUST 16t 1912.
YES, SIR! THERE'S GOING TO BE A BUMPER CROP

LLS AND

NO. 158

MOT ON PICTURE TRUST IS
BY GOVERNMENT ON

VETOES ARE WOR YING THE
WORN OUT CONG RESSMEN
THEY

WOULD
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HARDER THEY TRY TO AGREE ON IMPORTANT
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SHE RMAN ANTI TRUST LAW
IT IS ALLEGED

THE

TION

THE MORE

TO

MAKE THEATRES
PROFITS

KEEP

OBEY
ARE

OUT

FOREIGN

MANDATES
MADE

COMPETI

OF HOLDING

COM-

BY MANUFACTURERS.

E THAN TWO MILLION FEET OF

SUNDRY CIVIL, NAVAL AND INDIAN
SILLS ARE STILL FAST

AND TO

C0M3INE EXISTS

PANY WHILE EXCESSIVE

COURT WiLL NOT DOWN

THEY SEEM TO

THAT

FILMS

ARE MADE EVERY WEEK IN THIS COUNTRY

IN CONFERENCE
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The Motion Picture Patents Comby wire to at once honor the drafts
Philadelphia, Pa.. Aug. 16. The
of t lie
pany, organized in Xew Jersey, in
eighteen
government attacked the
outlying
pensio!
comed moving picture trust in a civil suit September IfiOs, is the holding
agencies which by the provisions of
filed here today for the dissolution of pany of all the motion picture patents
the law which so long delayed it
'the motion picture patents company, of the defendants. Other than colpassage, will go out of existence on
ami General Film company. Ten lead- lecting
and distributing royalties
January 31, 1013. After that date,
the pension bureau in Washington,
ing film concerns are accused of com- among the defendants, the bill says
will mail checks direct.
bining to monopolize the business, the Patents company's only business
even to the extent to increasing or i.; the bringing of law suits under the
PANAMA BILL IS
decreasing the number of motion pic- patents it holds. Hundreds of suits
ADOPTED IN SENATE.
ture theaters, in which they have no have been brought, it is alleged, "to
Washington, D. C, Aug. 16. The
harass and oppress ail persons enii oprietary interests.
conference report on the Panama
The following corporations and in- gaged in the motion picture business,
canal bill, containing the provisions
dividuals, who are officers or direc- who have not obeyed its mandates.''
ty. While a bill to abolish the com against "trust owned''
and
tors are named defendants:
merce court probably would be ap ki (ULLiiit life; iiiiin Ml rp r ships
The General Film company, organ.
I ii umiir
Motion Picture Patents company: ized in Maine in April, 1910, and al-proved by the senate, members
wag ad ted b the gpn.
Film company;
General
liked to again attach the provision to Rte tofl
liiograph
ged to lie the agency through which
tQ
a fut.p
an appropriation bill and call down
company; Thomas A. Edison, (Inc.); the defendants films are distributed
,ngt .,.
Brand
another veto that might prolong the chairman of the gena(or canal com- Essenay Film Manufacturing co:n-- : to exhibitors throughout the country
panama
Both houses are being can- pany; The Kalem company, Inc., Geo. was formed, the iietition
session.
avers, to
mjtt
com monopolize the business of the rental
assed to find out whether the bill
iKlcine; Lubin Manufacturing
Senator Brandegee urged that the
could be passed over a veto if it con-- !
pany; MeJies Manufacturing com- - exchanges, which previously distribtained only the commerce court pro- - report be rejected, the measure
pany; Patlie Freres, the Selig Poly-- ! uted the films. This company, it is
ed to go over for the session, and a
scope company; The Yitagraph com-- i declared has acquired the business or
pany, of America; Annat Moving Pic-- ' cancelled the licenses held from the
Attempts are being made to dispose committee of the house and senate
tine company; Frank L. Dver. Henry Motion Picture Patents Company of
of business so that adjournment may appointed to thresh out the problems
He attacked the bill as
X. Marvin, J. J. Kennedy, William every rental
be reached next Thursday; but the ap- - involved.
exchange in the United
Pelzer, Samuel Long, J. A. lieerst. States, with one exception, at a cost
propriation bills are a stumbling - finally framed.
f
block. The conference over the posSiegmund Lubin, Gaston Melios,
"I believe the bill now is a viola-ta- l
$2,2i::,OS!, jn tUsh and $794,800 in
i
bert K. Smith, George K spoor and pieterreii stock.
bill has begun but the general de- - tion of our treaty obligations with
W. X. Selig.
The
liciency Dm nas not ueen iaueu up m Great Britain, and I cannot vote for
POST CARD GIVES
unlawful
defendants
The government charges that un- became alleged
the senate and the army bill has not it," he said.
V;
X
Read the Xew
active June 1, according to
reasonable
and
entered conference. The sundry civil,
oppressive restraints the petition. At the time the nntvr
Senator Brandegee proposed a temgame at Chicago on sporting
OLIGE NEW CLEW and conditions have been arbitrarily of- the nimmnni,.
Indian and naval bills, are still in porary resolution giving
You can read it X
Wf ...
Wl
the president
the defendant)
tonight.
jXpage
imposed on the manufacture and leas-conference.
.is ausoiute, it is stated. An exhibittomorrow.
X in the other
to organize the canal force, to
power
of
firms
and
in
out
the
dissention
broke
ing
or
machines,
was
depriving
to pay $2 a week to the
Sharp
maximum canal tolls of $1.25
patthe public of the advantages of com- ents
of the house appropria- publish
company, it is said, on every exNEW YORK
DETECTIVES
ARE HOT ON
for wire'ess telenet
ton,
per
arrange
petition, especially the competition of hibiting machine owned
tions committee during
installation and make provisby him even
TRAIL OF ANOTHER MAN
WHO SENT fcieign lihus, the importation of which
of the legislative, executive and graph
PROSECUTOR IS
including machines sold years before
ions for repair of ships.
to have been restricted.
to
alleged
the
judicial bill.
exhibitors without anv condiWORD TO COMRADE IN TOOMBS
SEUERE IN HIS
Senator Brandegee conceded that
The
Two members were said to be inpetition says be- tions being attached to the sale
he could not offer the resolution as a
tween
ami
S.riWj.i.um
of
the
both
;;,it(.o.(.li)i)
abolishment
feet
that
of
DENUNCIATIONS
sistent
"Defendants through
the patents
commerce court and the seven year substitute for the conference report,
Xew York, Aug. 1- 6- District Attor- pictures are prink-- each week by company." the petition
adds, "were
the
but
conference
that,
report
urged
civil service provision be insisted on
REVOLT
LEADER OF .UNSUCCESSFUL
ney Whitman today hopcl'u'ly awaited manufacturers and distributed to enabled to and did determine whethc-i- v
An sr.
16.
Tos Angeles.
Til:!.,
of
'
:i
tW;
but the majority lieU 'only. ,that the ;mdjtUe accompanying canal bill be
ovei
word
from
motion
Mailmen, Mass., legarding I
picture theaters should
There was no desiie on his part to
nited States. The government de- o. should not be
AGAINST MADERO DECLARES HE
latter be kept in the bill. The sub- voted down.
known as "Gyp, the
Horowitz,
Harry
of
the
local
the
opened
and
protect
attorneys
whether
clares that, a sum greatly in excess of oh ones should be
committee decided to leave it to a de- SENATE REFUSES TO
defense in the bribery scan- Blood" and Louis Rosenzweig, alias
closed, although
WILL NEVER TREAT FOR PEACE
PASS STEEL BILL.
has been invested in the
$inr,i)0(l,00
cision of the full committee later.
had
Louis"
no
two
much
wanted
the
"Lefty
dal accordfng to District Attorney
Washington, D. C, Aug. 10. An atdifferent, branches of the business. est m such theaters. proprietary interWashington, I). C, Aug. 16. Presi
WITH PRESIDENTE
who resumed today his gun men in the Rosenthal murder The
j Fredericks,
defendants control, it is added,
dent Taft expects to sign the $160, tempt to pass the steel tariff revision
"This power
closing argument in the trial of Clar- case.
f lom 70 to Sft per cent of the
film and continue tothey have exercised
000,000 pension appropriation bill to- bill over the president's veto, led by
ence
S.
Darrow.
are
Four
detectives
sensearching
in
was
Senator
lost
the
business,
Simmons,
" amy
,..,..
furnishing
and
approximately
day?
The defendant 'had charged that the
LEFT
for the gun men who sent a 7,10u exhibitors.
.tii,iui,
rough the Patents
As soon as the president signs the ate today 39 to 32. The house had SMALL GUARD
ascompany."
district attorney held his former
postcard to "P.ridgie" Webwill be ordered passed it over Mr. Taft's disapproval
bill, the
WHICH LOOTS CUSTOMS sociates immune from prosecution be- ber.
cause they lived in Los Angeles and
Webber received the postcard yes- FREE LUNCH
he, Darrow, was a stranger.
THEY JUMPED
terday enclosed in an envelope. The
POINT
WEST
declared
Fredericks
that
JUST
tore up the envelope. The
Juarez, Mex., Aug. 16. General theCaptain
POPULAR
QUITE
NAT GOODWIN IS
gambler
must have been instigat card read: "Dear Pal: Do
GOES TO ARTILLERY Pascual Orozco left Juarez early to- - ed bribery
best
the
by an attorney in the McXamara
can. We are all right.
,tay, leaving uemnu a smaii reoei
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 16. A stay
TO DIE
but that none of the attorneys you
SERIOUSLY INJURED Washington, D. C, Aug. 16
. guard to preserve order until the ar- - case,
"Your pals,
(Signed)
of execution has been granted to the
knew
what
Bert
Franklin
the
briber,
The
federal
of
rival
troops.
guards
G."
"L.
and
free lunch" counters of Los Angeles
General Thomas H. Barry, U. S. A.,
the customs house, but secur- was doing but Darrow.
The imprisoned
showed saloons.
Under a recent ruling of PROMINENT
gambler
of the military acade- lcoted
superintendent
Fredericks
attacked
the
UTmiENWERE RIDING IN
important
no
ed
money.
IDOL WAS THROWN AGAINST my at West Point, has been assigned
MATINEE
witnesses for the defense branding the card to his counsel, Max Steuer, the council, it would have been unAUTO
consuls
German
WHICH
and
American
wa
The
he
it
sconvinced
wa3
lawful
ESCAPED
that
saying
after
September 1, for saloon
TRAIN
BY
most of them as perjurers, the half
HIS to command the eastern division with
WHEN
BREAKERS
IN
ROCKS
" writing.
committee to
Mr. Steuer keepers to give away edibles with the
in Xew York, succeeding organized a citizens'
HAIR BREADTH BUT
dozen newspaper men who impeache'' "Lefty Louis'
headquarters
THEY ALIGHTED
in
UNLADY
Aldez
with
Benito
the
informed State's Attorney Whitman drinks.
city
BOAT
the late General Major Frederick Dent Protect
Franklin's
having
ON TRACK.
command. All saloons and most of the been absolvedtestimony
Qrant
The avvCal has been taken to the
from that characteriza- and prison keepers combed Webber's
HURT.
States
Col.' C. P. Townslev, first
were
Vnited
dosed.
stors
of
cell
bit
the
torn
for
envelope,
tion.
artillery,
s(i,te referendum laws, a petition
after much trouble was
in command of the Portland, Maine, border patrols stopped all traffic from
The prosecutor then went into an
ing ogfM signatures was filed today
Salt Lake City, Utah,
side.
American
Aug. 1G
The en- with the city clerk,
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 16. The artillery district, will succeed Gener !tne
analysis of the state's evidence as to structed from the pieces.
from an automobile, which
Leaping
mail-or
nour
showed
it
had
to
tne
that
been
urozco,
velope
as
actGeneral
of
the:
up
al
the
Barry,
the
various
superintendent
alleged offenses charged
condition of Nat C. Goodwin,
ed from Methuen, Mass., on Wednesescaped by a hair's breadth of a flying
his departure, declared he would not aKajnst narrow
military academy August 31.
during his preparation
or, who was injured yesterday at
passenger train, William Groesbeck,
is
Madero
as
as
for
treat
General Tasker H. Bliss,
day.
ol- tj,e McXamara
peace
long
Brigadier
case,
Salt Lake City, and F. M. Bradshaw,
Rocky Point, was reported as serious acting since General Grant's death as president of Mexico.
"There was not a week during that
District Attorney Whitman teleLos Angeles, were hit by the locotoday at St. Catherine's hospital. commander in chief of the eastern ; Colonel Kobleo. Mexican revolu time," declared Fredericks, "that the phoned to Deputy Police Commissionmotive today and killed. Groesbeck,
Goodwin was thrown on the rocks vision returns to his duties as com-- ; tionary officer, wanted by the V: S. defendant was not committing some er Dougherty who at once sent four
a pioneer
mining man of Utah, and
when his boat was caught in tne mander of the department of the east. for violating the neutrality laws, was crime against justice."
detectives to Methuen. There were reRocky Ford, 'Colo., Aug. 16. Three Bradshaw, a geologist of prominence,
breakers. It was stated last night
El Paso last night, ac-- (
at
arrested
Horowitz
in
that
has
relatives
ports
persons are dead and one other is well known in the oil fields, were travthat his injuries were of a minor na- BIG FREIGHTER IS
Methuen.
cording to a report from General INSOLVENT CONCERN
to he dying as the result of eling with A. Eldredge, W. E. Good-ricture.
A
Stevcr. The military authorities are.
AGROUND AND CALLS
of
reward
OWES LARGE SUM.
$5,000 has been offered thought
deeither arsenical or ptomaine poisonand W. X. Clark, to examine a
FOR AID BY WIRELESS. expected to turn him over to the de- by District Attorney Whitman for the
Paralysis of the lower limbs has AnSan Francisco, Calif., Aug. 10. In capture of the two gun men. The ing, according to the belief of physi- mine.
partment of justice.
veloped, according to Dr. Oscar
Amercan officials hope to aid in the superior court today, Judge Sea- - money will be paid for the fugitives, cians.
At the crossing of the Rio Grande
derson, indicating an injury to the Pleiades Reports to San Francisco
side
The dead: Mrs. Lena Latske, wife railroad the attention of
left
the
of
muscles
The
wen gave the directors of the Con- - dead or alive.
w"s "'"
spine.
Station That She is on Shoals and
Eldredge, the
not vouched for by the United tinental Building and Loan associaare also effected.
The district attorney said he did of the Rev. Gustave Latzke, Sr., pas- driver, was diverted by a farm wagon
in Dire Need of Help Carries persons
tor
of
German
the
church
or
Lutheran
Mexican
from t;on. declared
consuls
btates
and he did not see the Denver and
insolvent hv George not want to start the murder trial
Dr. Anderson would not say that
Men in Crew.
Thirty-Thre- e
Rio Grande passenger train No. 3,
crossing the line from El Paso.
S. Walker, state building
Mr. Goodwin's condition at this time
and loan until he had captured Horowitz and here.
Hanna Latzke, their 9 year old bearing down on him at 60 miles an
was likely to result fatally, but adCincinnati, Aug. 16. Rowan Ayres, commissioner, five days in which to Rosenzweig, unless he had to.
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 16. The
The public prosecutor
mitted that a consultation of sur- steam freighter Pleiades, reported the American engineer, who was re- show cause why the commissioner
hour, until the engine was within a
has asked daughter.
Gustave Adolphus Iatzke, Jr., aged dozen yards. Eldredge threw on the
geons had been called for noon to- by wireless early this morning that ported as having been beheaded by should not proceed to liquidate the Governor Dix for an extraordinary
full speed. As the car sprang upon
session of the supreme court to try
day.
she had gone ashore on the coast of Mexican insurrectos near Morelos, the affairs of the association.
Rev. Gustave Adolphus iatzke Is the track, Groesbeck and Bradshaw
Commissioner Walker peaces the tne Rosenthal murder cases and the
capital of the province of Michoacan,
Mr. Goodwin passed a bad night. Ha Lower California.
is the son of Dr. Stephen C. Ayres of liabilities of the Continental in excess governor, it is understood, will ap- - said to be dying,
Bradshaw's body was carjumped.
told the nurses that he was in conReckoning by her course and aver- point Supreme Court Justice Goff to
stant pain in the region of his spine age speed, she seemed to have struck this clty- An aPneal has been sent to ot assets at $318,000 and upwards.
The members of the Latzke ramily ried a thousand feet on the pilot of
the locomotive. The back of the aut
preside. Justice Goff presided at the were taken violently ill yesterday
and frequent hypodermic Injections near Cape Lazaro, at the entrance to
friend of the Ayres family to use his TWENTY TRAMPS
trial of Rolan B. Molineaux and ter eating beef soup in an enameled tomobile was scraped by the train,
were necessary to give him relief.
Magdalena hay.
"
" youu
BURNED IN SHACK tne murder trials of Dr. Samuel Ken- - kettle. Several physicians were call- but those who remained in the car
"Inside
Her own message read:
It was learned today that the young
uui
lui
rtvitrai
iciuiuru
'uric
Goodnedy and Albert T. Patrick.
ed in and agreed the deaths were the were uninjured.
Mr.
ijit:ij
who
near
Providence
island,
accompanied
Cape Nassau,
vouian
eiouuncu mi miaie m ia5 ana im - , Chicago, 111., Aug. 16 Fifteen or
Until the arrival of Sam Schepps, result of poison. They are at a loss,
win and Captain Albert Hyder, of points not given in the chart."
and twenty tramps were said to have been now on his way here, under guard nowever, to
mediately entered the mining
explain how the poison
the launch Nora, was Miss Marjorie
A wireless message from the tanker railroad
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
engineering in Mexico. He burned to death in a fire which de- - from Hot Springs, Ark., there seemed could have gotten into the food.
Moreland, leading lady for Goodwin's
i
18
'
ana
Known
Bas
e"
severaI
made
,
stroyed the old "Panorama" building, little likelihood of the development
was
It
last company. She was uninjured
the
that
poison
u ..ua.,
trips nere since establishing his resi- - south Wabash avenue and Hubbard of any startling phases in the Rosen- was placedsuggested
X
in the food deliberately
SENATE. .
Nat C. Goodwin, the actor, injured
"
oiolcu mai a
aence
in Mexico.
Afternoon
this
n'ace
James
O'Xeil.
case.
thal
the
was
in
X
no
en
Convened
at 10 a. m.
but
he
has
when his row boat
Dr.
Latzke
caught
declares
S
to
aid
of
the
the
Pleiades,
gone
Columbus, X. M., Aug. 16. The sev-- rescued from a window In th dome.
With District Attorney
breakers at Rocky Point, yesterday,
Whitman emy, and knows of no one who would X Agreed to consider campaign X
The Pleiades is a steel screw steam eral hundred Mexican rebels who after he had been burned
severely, out of town for the week and the knowingly do himself or his family N contributions
was improved this afternoon, but his er of 3,700 tons and has a crew of were
hUl
Saturday; X
encamped opposite here expect- - told the police that twenty com pan- X bills of lading Monday and voca- - X
grand jury not in session, interest, in barm.
physicians would not admit that the thirty-thremen.
to seize 50,000 rounds of ammuni- - ions were
ing
asleep in a closed loft,
the Rosenthal murder
and police
danger period had passed.
X
The Rev. Mr. Latzke is sinking rap X tional school bill Tuesday.
tion on American soil, left for the
Early search by police and firemen graft centered
Conference report on Panama X
A consultation of surgeons was
today in Governor idly and it is not believed he will re- interior today.
in
of
a
distne
ruins
to
failed
portion
Dix's appointment of Supreme Court cover. Dr. T. B. Wilson, coroner of X canal bill was approved by a vote X
held at 11 o'clock today and at con
American soldiers prevented them close any bodies. Fire Chief
Seyfer- - Justice John W. Goff to hear the Otero
clusion Dr. John C. Forbert of this S AMERICANS MUST
county, has been investigating X of 4S to IS after a fight against X
two ijch said he doubted O'Xeil's story.
S from getting the ammunition
cases in extraordinary session begin- - the poisoning of the Latzke family
it led by Chairman Brandegee. X
city, said an operation would not be
a
X
in
in
one
ago,
PROTECT THEMSELVES.
wnicn
Mex
ngnt
uajs
HOUSE.
and believes a desperate and already X
X
ican and one American soldier were
performed at present.
uuig oeiueiuuer o,
X
X
"The paralysis, which was present X Washington, D. C, Aug. 16. S wounded.
v snuTucDM DAncir
v Justice Goff's appointment comes partly successful attempt has been X Convened at noon.
X
Chairman
of state de- - X
OI lre inaictments in tne umue lu uiuruer iu
In the lower limbs early today," said S The 360 marines landed by the X
Hamlin,
euuiv
n"
lamuy.
,".eIore
X
PRESIDENT RETIRES
have been
Dr. Ferbert, ''has partially disappear X collier Justin at Corinto have X STAND PATTERS WILL
returned Becker
Dr. Wilson points to the sudden and X partment expenditures commit- - X
X
16.
Houston, Texas,
Aug
ed and Goodwin can now use his X been sent to Managua to rein- - X
UPHOLD THE PRESIDENT. X Thornwell Fay, president of the X alone having been indicted so far for unexpected deaths of the wife, and X tee, filed informal report reviv- - X
whole body, but suffers intense pain X force the blue jackets from the X
X Southern Pacific lines in Tenuis- jniurder but the district attorney's two children of Rev. Mr. Hutto, who X ing old charges of dangerous X
Etaff regards the return of the other occupied the German Lutheran pulpit X practices in expenditures by the X
at the base of the spine. Jt will take X gunboat Annapolis. Americans X Washington, D. C, Aug. 16. As- X iana and Texas, announced to-several days to determine whether X and other foreigners at Matagal- - X surances were given to President Taft X day that on September 1, he
two years ago. Mr. Hutto resigned X state department.
true bil's as a foregone conclusion.
X
these internal complications will pass
First t0 be Place(1 on tria1' accord- - the charge here to assume a new one X 'Repres(ntjative Warburton in X
pa, have been informed by the X today by such regular republicans as X would resign permanently from
X a speech denounced
X government they must be prepar- - X Senators Root, Crane end Smoot that X railroad service.
X
away or an operation be necessary.
Mr. Fay says X' lng 10 Present Plans, are tne gun men in Idaho and while on the way Mrs.
X there was little chance of the senate X that after 35
It was stated by the physician that X ed to protect themselves.
uecKers trial win come last. John F. Hutto and the two children ate some X tion campaign in Washington X
years of continued
food that bad been prepared, here and X state.
Goodwin's general condition was im X
X imsaiug me w ooi or sieei tarin Dins js service he is entitled to a rest.
x
X
died.
veto.
over
his
on
8.)
(Continued
proved over that cf last night.
XXXXXXXXSXXXX.X
Page
iXXSXXXXXSnxxxSSSS

Washington, D. C, Aug. 16. Congress is uneasy over the situation created by President Taffs veto of the
legislative, executive, and judicial appropriation bill.
The house, failing to pass the measure over the president's veto yesterday is prepared to drop the civil service-seven
year proposition, and again
ask the president to pass upon the
Abolishment of the commerce court.
A canvass of the senate was begun,
to develop the attitude of the majori-
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FRIDAY, AUGUST

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

IMGfe TWO

The Little Storejutie Oldest Blood Disease

16, 1912.

Hull, of Brooklyn, lost hers containing jewelry worth $C00 and Teceived
a suitcase containing several broiled
chickens.

The most ancient history furnishes evidence that mankind suffered
with Contagious Blood Poison. The disease has come down through, au
as it has ever been, a scourge and blight upon hu- COMPANY E. IS
the ages and is
The
symptoms of Contagious Blood Poison are the same as in its
You
manity.
earliest history, but its cure has now become an accomplished fact, whereas, it was once considered an incurable infection. S. S. S. is an antidote
MAKING GOOD SCORE
lor the virus oi tontagious xuooa roiwu, auu
S.
S.
S.
possessing
it in all its forms and stages.
hnth niirifvintr and tonic oronerties routs out all the
general BOYS ARE SHOOTING TODAY AT FIVE
poison, and at the same time builds up the
health. A person who has been cured of ContaILL
HUNDRED YARD RANGES AND
not
gious Blood Poison by the use of S. S. S. need
YARD T0- THOUSAND
SHOOT
fear a return of its symptoms at any future time.
Goods.
This great medicine checks the progress of the
MORROW.
poison and gradually but surely all sores and eruptions heal, ulcerated mouth and throat pass away,
splotches
H.p hir Rtnns f.illinf out. coDoer-colore- d
Company E, of the National Guard,
fade away, and when the blood is thoroughly purified no sign of the disease is running up a creditable target reis left. Ilome Treatment book and any medical advice free.
port at the rifle range north of Ft.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
Marcy. Captain Pacheco is in charge
I
of the camp and Lieut. Baca has been
detailed in charge of the range work.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
ONLV 186 LEFT
Four men are firing at the same time
TICKETS PROGRESSIVE CALL
WITH ALL CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
and the crack of the new Springfields
IN YEAR YORK'S
STATE CONVENTION
sounds like a minatnre battle.
FOUR HUNDRED "The target practice this year is
In accordance with the instructions
being conducted in strict conformity
o the executive committee o the proNew York, Aug. 1C There is no with regulations," said Lieut. Baca,
on
the
of
the
state,
gressive party
"400." That for I. Townsend Burden, "and all scores made are absolutely
WE SELL EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THE BATHROOM,
12th day ot August, 1912, a state proreon
stand
would
any
YOU
and
California
accurate
fro:n
sent
who
recently
up
TUBS, SOAP HOLDERS, CLOTHES HOOKS EVERYTHING
gressive convention is hereby called a howl about the common
people at port. Sergeant Showalter, of the U.
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wooers stage line

Telephone II.
'Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 60c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.C0 way. Good covere hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami
frenca Noodle Order 10c a dlen,
furnished commercial men to take in
Kew York Chop Suy 50c the
surrounding tovtna. Wire Rnbuda
Station.

MILITARY

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

NOBODY
THE
WHO

GREAT
HAS

CHEMIST

Phone Red 161.

DISCOVERED

PREPARATION THAT
WILL GROW HAIR ON
HEADS.

JULIUS 0 MuRALTER

The Tailor

INSTITUTE

'The West Point of the Southwest.'

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the U. S.
War Department.

v-

-

--

.v

if

Located

in the beautiful Pecos
Valley,3.T00 feetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day. ODen air

work throughout th entire session. Conditions (or physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
Kraduates from standard Kast-erTen buildink-s- ,
colleges.
modern in every respect.

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in some of the. largest

Regents
E. A. TAHOOX.
E. RHRA,

President.

J.

cities in Europe and America.

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHX W. PoE. Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and Illustrated
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cata-

logue, address.
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THE MOTTO OF

H. BLAIN,

Jr.

Avenue.

r Phones Black 22 J.

W. WILL1CN, Supt.

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

IS QUITE SO tOiNVtlN- -

iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
cool the heatready to cleanse, fan ready to
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
full inforday and n'ght' Estimates and
mation cheeerfully given.

Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drugstore

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

t

N

EXPRESS LINE.

f

BALD

NEW MEXICO

POWER

-

Goods Called for and Delivered.

SQUARE

DEAL TO ALL.1

309 San Francisco Street

NOW

IS THE TIME to

Porch, Park
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how.
specialty.

j.F.RHOADS
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::
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KILLING BEEF ON CATTLE RANCH A

SCIENCE

NO JOB FOR A CITY BUTCHER

MASONIC.

ATTORNEYS ATLAW.

.Montezuma Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
communiKegular
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
cation first Monday'
Kooms 17-- S
of each month at
Cap'.iil Oity Bank Building,
Masonic
Hail at
Santa Fe, New Mexico
7::;i).
Assistant District Attorney, First
A LAX R. McOORI), V. M.
Judicial District.

('HAS. L 1.1XXKV, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter
1.

..;

We are still rounding up LOW SHOES and
OXFORDS, which are being slaughtered

Kegular
second
((invocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

W

p. m.

('HAS. A. WIIKKLON,
SKLICMAN.
H. P.!
Seer tary.

ARTlini

AT HALF PRICE.
IT ONLY TAKES 20 MINUTES TO SLAUGHTER, SKIN AND QUARTER
WAITING WAGON.
"Get those skinning knives
good
to the
and sharp," said the riding-bosroustabout as he cinched his saddle a
bit tighter and prepared to buckle on
his spurs. "Then hitch up the spring
ft agon; we are going to kill a beef."
The riding-bos- s
swung easily into
his saddle and with two "buckeros"
or vaqueros, as. the Spanish say rode
down the steep trail.
A few minutes later the roustabout
went clattering down the streep grade
on the wagon road, the brake on the
old spring wagon whining.
By the time the buckeros had ridden to where the cattle were, the
wagon had almost caught up with
them. The riders hadn't hurried; a
cowman never pushes his horse until
compelled.
They rode about slowly among the
s

A

stock until finally the riding-bospicked out the one he wanted.
"Tom, put your rope on that spotted steer," he said, pointing to a
s

(

The men were riding with their lariats hanging loosely over their arms.
Gradually they worked the steer away
from the bunch and then Tom started
for him. The horse, that a moment
before had been shambling along in
a lazy walk, went bounding over the
alfalfa checks with head up, eyes
alert and every nerve tense. Tom's
lariat whirled and suddenly shot out,
the noose dropping over the head of
the spotted steer, that stopped with
a jerk.
rode up swinging a
The riding-bosloop, ready and open. With a bawl of
fury, the steer charged him, but horse
s

and rider easily avoided the rush,
and next instant the animal was
stretched on the ground, roped by the
head flnd both hind feet.
In twenty minutes the beef had
been slaughtered, skinned and quartered and loaded into the spring wagon.
"Slaughtering a beef in the field."
said the riding-bosas the men rode
back to the house, "is very different
from handling one in a killing pen.
Most butchers are absolutely helpless
in the field, while with us, it is all in
the work of the day."
On the Ruddle ranch in California,
on which runs nearly a thousand head
of cattle and a thousand hogs, a beef
is killed once a week to furinsh meat
for the men.
s

I

c.iol-hea-

d

SCHOOL TEACHERS
RESIGN THEIR JOBS
M., Aug. 10. Miss Wad-dicDeming.
principal uf the high school, has
resigned, and her place wiii i,c trVen
the ensuing year by S. J. Dai'.ey, who
had charge of the commercial department of the school last year. Miss
Waddick's resignation is due to the
illness of her mother.
She will remain in Monticello, la., where she has
been spending the summer
in attendance upon her mother.
Miss Ella Rogers,
last
principal
year of the central school, has also

resigned, and her place will be taken
Miss Marguerite Goebel will teach the fifth
grade during the forthcoming session.
Miss Edna Poe, a graduate of the
Miss
succeeds
Kansas University,
Waddick as teacher of English in the
high school.
C. A. Goggin, superintendent of the
schools of Morenci, Ariz., is in Dentmething investigating
installations.
ods and pumping-pan- t
Prof. Goggin has purchased land on
the mesa four miles from Albuquerque, which he contemplates irrigating by means of pumps. He is here
to gather the best data concerning
by Miss Violet Bonham.

Breakfast Monotony
ths same old chops, or bacon and eggs, and biscuit for breakfast
may be avoided.
For a change, try this ideal breakfast :
Some fresh fruit
Saucer of GRAPE-NUTand cream
A foft;boi!ed egg
Some nice crisp toast
A cup of POSTUM
Thiwill give you an ideal combination of the three principal
food elements proteids, carbohydrates and fats in the most easily digestible forms.
And it means a wide awake individual with energy and a clear
head to make a stir in the world; it replaces that dull, sluggish
feeling which so often follows the toomuchmeatandbiscuit break

Shoe Up the Whole Family Right Now
It's Your Great Shoe Opportunity.
Men's Low Shoes, Regular, $3.50 and
4.00 "
"
"
"
"
4.50 "
One lot of Odds and Ends, 4.50 "

$4.00,
4.50,

Nom

5.00

"

$2.75

on Sale at

"

"

!

3.15

"

3.50
2.00

5.00values,yourclioice

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS

50 PAIR

$3-wJeX-

$1.95

Women's Oxfords and Colonials, Regular $4.00, On Sale at
"
3.50,
Slippers,
'
"
"
"
2.50, "

$2.65

2.80
2.00

M jjiFrfSiii
20

.

t

J

V

OFF

ON

ALL

20

LOW SHOES AND OXFORDS

W. IT. KKXXEDY, E.
w, K. ORIFFIX, Kecorder.

pumping irrigation, as this district is
further advanced in this regard than
any other portion of New Mexico.
S. C. Beane, of Stockton, Calif., is
here looking after his landed interests in this community. Mr. Beane
purchased land here last summer, and
he is here now to start improving the
same.
J. Scott Robertson, manager of the
Nan ranch, is in Deming today on
business.
J. Todd McClammy, manager of the
Las Veras ranch in Mexico, is prospecting here this week.
Messrs. D. II. Wolf and H. S.
Reames, both of Sunfield, Mich., are
here looking for a location.
LITTLE GIRL ADMITS
SHE SET TOWN ON
FIRE JUST FOR FUN.
Years

Insists
the
Thirty-fivBlazes There Saturday
Was Taking Care of Babies.
11

Old,

of

e

Springfield, Mo., Aug. 10. Her eyes
red from crying and her face downEdna James concast,
fessed to the police this morning that
she had been responsible for three of
the thirty-fivblazes in Springfield's

M.

13514,

she said.

inquisitors.
"One was in a closet and one was
in a sack of apples and one was some
wallpaper."
She refused absolutely to give any
reason for the acts and merely shook
her head in denial to the questions by
the detectives. Of her first decision
to start the fires, she would say nothing nor would she explain her reasons. She shook her head in denial

.

Attorney

Practice in all the Courts and B
fore the Interior Department.
Kew Mexico.
Tao3, - -

AY.

A.

DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
meets second TuesDentist.
day each month, soOver Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
cial meeting third
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
at FireTuesday
man's Hall. Visit Phone Red G.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
ing neighbors welcome.
And by Appointment.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
STANDLEV G. SMALL, M, D.
F. W. FARMER
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
No.
Homestead
2879. Brotherhood
Ave., next door to Public Library.
of American Yeo- Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. ai. Evenings.
men.
Meets first FriPhone Black 47.
day of the month

A. E. P. Robinson.

David

Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall.
ers always welcome.

This has been a dull summer for the merchants of Santa Fe. We
must have money to even things up; and we propose to place on

sale for few days some of the most remarkable offerings ever
We believe the people of Santa Fe and comknown in this city.
munity now know that if we say bargains that they will find them
You will all be surprised. You will examine
when they come.
these articles very carefully and wonder
cuts no figures in this sale, it is A GET
YOUR PURSE WE MUST HAVE THE CASH

the bargains below.
Good reliable pillow
Good reliable Sheets

crash
Fair grade cotton crash
grade

linen

THE

MONEY

done.
SALE.

AT THESE PRICES.

.....
....
....

cases our best regular
our best

Fair grade Honeycomb Towels.
Large Huck Towels
Splendid

it is

how

2

goods no

BRING

We mention

seconds

. 10c & 20c

50c & 65c

for

Large size all pure linen towels
Large size all pure linen towels Embroidered
Pure linen sets dozen napkins and table cloth
A very high grade fine mercerized table cloth

Cost

5c
10 & 15c

5c
35c

55c
$6.50

2 & 2

yd,
$1

lengths

25 & $1.50

Drawn work the real Mexican goods
so cheap you will surely think we
cheated Uncle Sam out of the 65 duty.
Cost cuts no figure neither does previous selling figures. These are only a
few items.
THE HOUSE OF QUALITY BRING THE CASH

W.

I IS
T

0 &

GO.

.

A

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

S

MOULTON,

Saiita Fe, Saw Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, (J. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
McKEAN
uriEETHAM,

DR.

Hall.

t2 MUST HAVE THE CASH

D.

Attorney-at-Law-

at the Fireman's

e

"Where were they?" continued her

HARRY

a,

Cor. Sec.
Gonzales

one's satisfaction.

C.

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsel!:)." at La,
l'ractice in all the District Court
and gives special uttentiou to case
before the Stale Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.

EASLEY & EA5LEY,
Santa Fe Lodse of Per- Chas. F.
. Chas. R. Easley,
Easley,
fection Xo. 1, llth deaw.
Attorneys-at-- (
gree. Ancient and AcPractice in the Courts and before
cepted Scottish Rite of Land
Department.
Free Masonry meets on
Land grants and titles examined.
the third Monday of each mouth at
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Oilice, Esten-ci:'.W o'clock in the evening in MasonN. M.
ic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially inHOLT & SUTHERLAND,
vited to attend.
.
Attorneys-at-LawS. G. CARTWRIfiHT. 32.
Practice in the District Court aa
Venerable Master.
well as before the Supreme Court oil
B. P. O. E.
the State.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe LodgeXo. Las Cruces, CO, B.
P. O. E.,
holds its regular HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc.-TISE- ?
session on the sec
ond
and fourth
Tell your story to
Vednesday of each
j
2,000,000
Readers or
month.
Twelve Dollars.
Visiting
brothers are invit- We will place your
advertise
ed and welcome.
aient in 25 leading newspapers' Sun
FRANK T. RLANDV,
day issue, for $12 per Insertion. DeExalted Ruler,
scriptive circular FREE.
P: M. A. LIEXAU,
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
Secretary.
AGENCY,
i
Taos, New Mexico.
Santa Fe Camp

II. Foreman,

ence has been before that they were
not trusted with as much responsibility in certain lines of work."
Miss Kelso's appointment on the
steamer created a furore and may be
the result of a congressional investigation as to whether a woman can be
as competent a wireless operator as
a man.
In the meantime, Miss Kelso is
holding down the position to every

That she Set Only Three

e C'ommandery
T. Kegular

p. in.

MAYBELLE KELSO.

Edna James,

l'

1, K.

conclave fourth Mon- day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:110

Oi

WAN

little effort (or waste force) in getting it converted in the system asked.
"Just three,"
into energy and staying power the power to act and to endure.

Postum Cereal Co, Ltd,, Battle Creek, Mich.

OIL STOCK.

Children's Low Shoes and Oxfords at Your Own Price

houses of fire.
Pressed though she was by detectives, who had accompanied her to
police headquarters, sh Insisted that
she had started only three of the fires,
all of them among those that occurred Saturday.
fast.
She was the personification of brevThe man who has work to do can't aford to be overloaded with ity and admitted to nothing except
close questioning.
the kind of food that requires undue effort, on the part of his onShe
had no companion
in her
digestive organs for a time and leaves him with a " gone feeling " strange work, she says. The police
just at the time of day when he needs his best mental and physical believe she was responsible for every
one of the mysterious blazes occurpowers.
in so short a space.
food affords real strength of mind and body with ring
Grape-Nu- ts
"Did you start the fires?" she was

"There's a Reason" for

No.

BEEF AND LOAD IT INTO THE

FIRST WOMAN WIRELESS OPERATOR ABOARD SHIP
TELLS WHY WOMEN ARE AS COMPETENT AS MEN
They Have Less Strength They er. Later she became a telegrapher
Have More Endurance Than Men in the Western Union office in
and while engaged in the latter
and Great Strength Isn't Needed at
.vork, she picked up wireless telethe Wireless Key.
She then took up special
graphy.
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 1C Some- work under District Superintendent
where between Seattle and Alaska Armstrong in Seattle, of the Tinted
the steamer Mariposa is steaming Wireless company, on mechanical
along. By wireless she keeps in touch construction and repair work of wirewith other ships, asking and answer- less instruments. If anything goes
ing pertinent questions. The wireless wrong with the wireless on the Maricracks and snaps and sparks its mes- posa. Miss Kelso will be able to do
her own repairing.
sages over the waters.
"Women have opportunity for imMaybelle Kelso, first woman, wireless operator aboard ship, is on the portant services as wireless operators." she says. "In the first place,
job.
Miss Kelso was a Western T'nion they can be trusted to be sober. Wireoperator in Seattle. She hankered to less operators must keep their facover the ulties clear at all times. They must
send wireless messages
oceans. She convinced
the ITnited nr.v only be ready to flash the 'S. 0.
Wireless people that a woman could S." distress signal, but to Teceive it.
do the work as well or better than a They must be constantly on the alert.
x:an.
Each operator, as a matter of fact,
"For one thing," she said, "women has a number of ships entrusted to
don't get drunk. If they have less his care on every trip."
"Besides." she continued, "the p'ac-instrength, they have more endurance
or responsibility upon one generthan men, and great strength is not
needed at the wireless key. Women ally produces a sense of responsibilare quite as cool in emergency."
ity. For example, even if we admit
Miss Maybelle Kelso has confidence that women generally do not keep
in the reliability and
secrets, it must be granted on the
of women. She must oe
other hand that women stenographind ie!iable herself.
ers do. Let us charge that to the
She took the examination recently placing of responsibility upon them.
at the Puget sound navy yard, passed
"In the same way;
responsibility
in most
easily, and was offered the job on the has made women
Her present trip is the critical situations ere this. In fact,
Mariposa.
third on the steamer.
women are not at all different in this
Miss Kelso used to be a stenograph respect than men. The only differ- -

Saul a

Every Summer we make these Great Cuts
in Prices in order to make a clean round-u- p of
all OXFORDS we have on hand to get ready
tor the FALL SHOES. The money you invest
at this sale will pay you as well as STANDARD

No.

It. A. M.

Visiting broth-

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
RESIDENCE,

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
No.
holds
its
259,
Lodge
regular Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
meeting on the first Thursday of each
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
montn at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
PHONE 233. :
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- Residence Palace Hotel.
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
Phone Main 68.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior.
Department
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
U. S. Land Offio
Santa Fe, N
August 9, 1912.
Mex., July 23, 1912.
Pecos Forest.
Notice is nereTiy given that Chas
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
A. Siringo, son and heir of Bridget Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
Siringo, who on June 11 190S, made New Mexico,' on August 2o. 1907, made
Homestead Entry No. 144SC, for Lot Homestead Application. No.
NW
SW
Sec. 3, N
NW
S
NE
for SW
7; SW
Section 10, Township 1G N. Range 9 NW
Section 8, Township
SW
Ti., Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian, 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make has filed notice of intention to make
r
final Homestead 5 year proof, to estab final
proof, to establish
lish claim to tlhe land above describ- claim to the land above described, beed, before V. S. Land Office at Santa fore Register or Receiver, XT. S. Land
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of Septem- Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on the
9th day of October, 1912.
ber, 1912.
Claimant names as 'witnesses: Geo.
Claimant names as witnesses:
S Tweedy of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
Ren Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex., of Pecos, New Mexico; Manual Delga-do- ,
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
Nevas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex. Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico.
MANTEL R, OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Register,
S

tt

04728-11-90-

4

4

2

4

4

2

4

five-yea-

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO
All Stations East and West
FROM

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
when asked if she wished to burn the
house.
(04391)
Although no fires were discovered
Saturday night or yesterday, while a Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
policeman was stationed at the house,
July 29. 1912.
his quiet investigations led to the apNotice is hereby given that Antonio
had
She
little
of
the
girl,
prehension
been employed to care for some ba- Villanueva of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
July 8, 1907, made homestead entry
bies at the house.
No. 11718 for NW
Section 14,
Township 13 N.f Range 9 E., N. M. P.
Let Him Know It If you are out ol Meridian, has filed notice of intention
a position, you must let the employer to make final
proof, to estabknow it. A want advertisement in the lish claim to the land above described,
ness and professional men in the city before Harry C. Kinsell, TJ. S. Commr.
and county and a great many in the at Stanley, N. Mex., on the 16 day of
state. If you have any special tal- September, 1912.
ent, do not bide it under a bushel.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thomas Villanueva, Pino VillanueBubtcifce for trio Santa Fe New va, Gregorio Padia, and Jose VillaMexican, the paper 'bat boosts all nueva, all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
unof the time and works for th
Register.
building ct our new State.

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.
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THE

Capital Bar

league scouts have been
as much as three years
proached by one of
scouts, but I gave 'him

weight champion, declares that, bar
s
ring raiser, tnere is no
white heavyweight in this country..
He says that when he returns here in
the fall he intends to go down the
line, whipping McCarty, Stewart and
others in rotation.

after me, and
ago I was apyour Boston
the 'nothing-doin-

Mail's Face Is Often His Fortune

A

sign."
JOHNSON AND LANGFORD.
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 15. Now
that Jack Johnson has agreed to fulfill his contract to meet Sam Lang-fcrand Sam McVey in Australia, if
Hugh Mcintosh deposits $15,000 in
America, Tom Andrews, Mclntosto's
American agent, stated today he expected an answer from nis chief regarding the terms. He cabled Mcindemands
Johnson
tosh yesterday.
that $10,000 be deposited with Al
Tiernery of Chicago, and $5000 with
Andrews.

u- -

.

nrst-cias-

wr"l11
Where Do You Get Shaved ?

31

Leai)l H,

SAWYER'S

IS THE BEST PLACE

Give Him a Trial.. East of the Plaza.

An Ice Cold Bottle cr Glass of
placed Cheney and Cotter relieved
Archer. Murray drew a base on balls.
Lemp's Beer will kill your
SUM LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPION WANTS Merkle flied to lneh. Downey and
thirst
Saier retired Herzog, Murray gems to
A Ulass of California Wine will
It Yet and There's Mighty Good Chance He
He Hasn't Received
second. Murray stole third. Meyers
blood in your veins !
Won't, Because There's a Whole Lot of Difference Between What a
popped to Saier. Xo runs, no hits, no A put
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
of Old Taylor Whiskey
Man Wants and What He Gets.
Drink
errors.
make
will
your
forget
you
Sheckard
Nimh inning,
Chicago
troubles !
flied to
doubled to right. Schulte
right. Sheckard going to third. TinPhone Orders Attended To Promptly.
ker Hied to Murray, Zimmerman singled to center, scoring Sheckard.
IMPORTED
Leach Hied to Fletcher. One run, two
and DOMESTIC
no
errors.
hits,
NO CONSOLATION.
CHICAGO BALL MAD.
255 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W
There wasn't even a loser's end to
Chicago, 111., Aug. 16. Word came
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
console Jim Flynn for his battering
from the camps of the Xew York and
?nd defeat at the hands of Jack John-- !
teams
National
Chicago
league
today
son. Flynn no doubt had hopes of
that Jimmy Lavender, Chicago's re- liama.
winning. He was all confidence be-- 1
next
the
be
will
Hong-KonChina,
cruit pitcher, would oppose Christy
fore the battle, and the worst he
Mani'.a
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Mathewson, the star of Xew York's! stopping place, after which
Then Australia will could figure was a loser's end, which
staff, in the second game between thej will be visited.
Family Trade Supplied.
would help keep the wolf from the
teams.
be the objective point with games in
SANTA FE, N. M.
Instead of door.
259 San Francisco St.
It was expected the crowd would Svdney and Melbourne.
But when he stepped into the ring
be as large as the one which wit- - going around the world, touring Eur- nessed the contest yesterdav, when it ope and coming back across the At- - and saw the almost empty arena it
v.as estimated 25,000 fans packed the lantic, it is planned to sail for
must have dawned oil him that his
Extra police were asked ma from the antipoles, as games in only chance to get anything was to
to handle the crowd. It also was
canal zone are expected to be win. This he failed to do, and when
ranged to open the gates earlier.
profitable. South America, after that, it came to settling up all there was
Victory yesterday has set Chicago! will be toured, the teams probably for Flynn was a second hand automo-- !
caseoaii mad. The victory cut down having games arranged for them in bile which had belonged to Curley,
Xew York's lead in the pennant race
Valparaiso, Buenos Aires and Rio de and this was not worth enough to
to five games.
Janeiro. From the last named city pay his training expenses.
i
PALZER EEST.
the teams will sail direct for New
Boston, Aug. 15. In an interview
York, being scheduled to arrive here
published in a London sporting journ-Thon or about February 1.
expenses of the trip are esti- al, which has just reached this side,
Bombardier Wells, the English heavy-fifteemated at $50,000. Thirty players
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
for each team will be taken
Won Lost Pet. along and if there are any prohts the mb v.'mimnmKrrmpmxriaiuw wbpw
New York
73
30
.700 money will be divided equally among
Km-mK- M.
Five Widely Different
09
39
Chicago
.C5T the men. It is understood mat a.
tour
C5
40
.019 Spalding, who financed a world's
Pittsburg
Magazines
53
5t
.495 In 1SSS, has agreed to subscribe a cerPhiladelphia
Want
a
Representative
Cincinnati
5S
50
.403 tain amount toward guaranteeing exhi, a... .
St. Louis
4S
To Cover Local Territory
59
.449 penses and that other wealthy men in39
Brooklyn
09
.301 terested in the game have promised
There is Hig Money for the
Boston
WILLIE RITCHIE (TOP). JOE RIVERS (LEFT) AXD PACKEY
70
.2G9 to help.
rteht person. Man or woman,
(RIGHT), THE THREE FIGHTERS LIGHTWEIGHT
young or old, if vou want work
WOLGAST WANTS ?5G,000 TO FIGHT.
SCHOOL.
BASEBALL
for one hour or 8 hours a day,
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
write at once to
Won Lost Pet.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 16. A baseball
Should Wolgast fight Joe Rivers he
San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 1C Phy77
is to be established some34
is Boston
which
,094
THE
college
BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO.,
want
would
$20,500,
only
sically Adolph Wolgast may not be as some trille more than he received for Washington
07
44
.004 where in the south, next fall, if plans
Butlerick
Building, Xew York.
was.
Mentally
once
strong as he
00
44
.000 now being made are completed. The
in Los Angeles Philadelphia
Mexican
the
fighting
him.
of
there is nothing the matter with
54
55
Chicago
.495 idea is to eliminate a large part
last July 4.
So active is the mental machinery of
of spring training uip
Mc- - Detroit
the
5S
expense
55
.4S7
send
should
And
Packey
they
the champion that he asked a local
51
59
.404 and at the same time furnish trained
World's Lightweight Championship Boxing Contest
Farland r.gainst the champion, all the Cleveland
promoter for a guarantee of $5C,300 champion would like to have for his Xew York
35
72
.327 material for managers of the major
for three fights.
35
74
.321 league clubs to take to their spring
end would be $20,500. Thus would he St. Louis
camps.
Jim Coffroth, the promoter, was so get $50,000 for three matches.
Clubs which have a number of new
TlieGreatest Discovery of the Age.
amazed at the way young Wolgast
to'd Coffroth
WESTERN LEAGUE.
after
But
Wolgast
like
felt
may send them to college Made from the formula of an Emhe
that
players
with
figures
juggled
he wanted he soon learned that
what
inWon
Lost Pet. where each recruit will be taught
calling a phrenologist to have the there is a whole lot of lifference be- Denver
inent German Doctor. It will
07
50
.573 dividually by a former star.
head of the champion examined.
tween what a man wants and what a Omaha
all rheumatic and muscular
cure
Kan03
53
.543
of
the
Charles
manager
Carr,
Coffroth came back with a counter man gets.
52
61
Pes Moines
.'540 sas City American association team, pains in both old and young. Recoffer to Wolgast for three fights, but
"I had to laugh at Wolgast' s idea of St. Joseph
01
53
.5"5 will be proprietor of the institution ognized by most leading doctors
sum
.Now,
he would not make known what
his own value," said Coffroth.
Sioux City
59
50
.313 and owners of all major league clubs as the greatest cure for Rheuma-wi- ll
r. was. Shrewd guessers believe that I certainly could not afford to give Wichita
5(1
01
be invited to contribute and take tism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
.479
the difference between what Wolgast $50,500 for any thrre matches. Fur- Lincoln
53
61
.403 part of the benefits.
Lame Backs, Colds in the Chest,
would
no
offered
probuy thermore, Wolgast knows that
asked and Coffroth
40
74
.331
Topeka
Cramps in the Stomach, are all
row of flats.
moter would give him anything like
a
DON'T LIKE THE SPIT.
Wolquickly removed by following the
and
Rivers
Willie
of
sort
money.
that
either
For a bout with
Red Dooin is doin' a good job knock directions closely that accompany
I'd
but
Murphy-Attel
more
than
$40,000,
drew
gast
Ritchie or the wirnr of the
ing the spit ball on the grounds ot each package of UIN'CLE ABE'S
like to wager most of the money I
battle, Mr. AYolgast wants
sanitation. It is not at all a far- RHEUMATISM SOAP. Guaranhave that the pair could not repeat."
NATIONAL.
fetched idea to say that for several
teed under the Food and Drugs
young men at least to squirt saliva
At. Pittsburg-Pittsb- urg
R. IT. E. on and handle the same ball is poten Act.
Zimmer
Third inning, Chicago
J. KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
3 7 1 tial of great physical harm.
But that
man out, Herzog to Merkle. Murray
34 and 35.
No. Hridjie l'laza,
Dept 9.
5 7 2 is only one bad thing about the spit Suite
Philadelphia
.nni tshinri Citv. Xew York.
was under Leach's fly. Saier struck
but it's Price SSo per like Hy Mail arid i: for
know
we
don't
Robinson
Hendrix.
and
and
'Warner,
ball,
yet
out. No runs, no hits, no error.
ALL MAIL OKDEKS promptly filled- Alexander and Dooin. the worst at that.
Fourth inning, New York Tesreau Gibson, Kelly;
a
who
relies
when
Anyhow,
pitcher
struck out. Tinker and Saier retired.
At Cincinnati
R. H. E. on his spitter, loses it, he is usually
walked.
T)oie
Doyle
Snodgrass.
all in. Frank Chance took advanced
1
10. New
4
4
was caught stealing, Archer to Tinker. Cincinnati
Chicago. 111., Aug.
discour-- l
4 Horse Power
3
9 4 ground some few years ago in
M York evened up the series with
Brooklyn
No runs, no hits, no errors.
aging the use of the spit ball among
mm e and
Fro
Down
McLean;
X Chicago today winning the secRucker,
Fourth
PRICE,
Chicago.
$165.00 A
Inning,
Knit hnll artists nrp nnf
hie
...w iiirrhorc
j.vv.....-.111!.!.
X ond game, 7 to 4. Tesreau pitchstruck out. Fletcher grabbed Areh Yingling and Miller.
vv un
Can
stars.
.riagnciu
anyone imagine! A;Motort'yi-'- imporiea
without a douht
with trouble
ed excellent ball for the Giants,
cr's fouli fly. Herzog was under
left at the factory.
At St. Louis.
R. H. E. Cy Young lasting as long as he did
foul fly. No runs, no hits, no
holding Chicago to four hits unon this sort of charm
X errors.
7 G 1 by depending
St. Louis
X til the ninth Inning.
to carry him through. But it is one
5 13 3
used four pitchers,
Chance
Fifth Inning, New York Becker Boston
of those problems that are continually
Cttieney
Reulbach.
Harmon, Sallee and W'ingo; Brown
X Lavender,
drew a pass. Saier caught Murray's
arising in baseball that require time
turn
to
effort
an
and
Rariden.
in
foul fly. Becker stole second. Merkle
and Toney,
for solution.
X doubled,
X the tide.
Herzog
scoring Becker.
It is gratifying that the Sporting
At Chicago.
R. H. E.
singled to right, Merkle scoring. MeyNews has thrown the great weight of
4 5 0
ers singled to left. Fletcher "hit to Chicago
its influence against the spitter and
SHOW STARTS 7:30
DOORS OPEN
ReulBach who
711
caught Herzog at New York
on the side of Manager Dooin oi
"Chicago, 111., Ball Park, Aug. 16
third. Meyers and Fletcher advanced
Lavender, Reulbach, Cheney, Toney
LIGHT. SILENT AMD RKLIABLK.
Another capacity crowd was pres- on a wild
Philadelphia in his war upon it. Th-Tesreau was out, and Archer; Cotter, Tesreau and
PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.j
News has taken the lead in this.
ent to witness the second game be- Reulbach topitch.
Saier. Two runs, three
tween New York and Chicago Nationone error.
hits,
lined
was
outfield
The
als today.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 16. Mordecai
AMERICAN.
Fifth
Chicago Sheckard
with fans unable to get seats. Johnny walked forInning,
At Phi1 a del phi a
R. II. E. Brown, here for rest and recuperation
time.
third
the
Murray
has
Evers, whom President Lynch
for the Chicago Cubs
has signed
raced into the crowd, stuck up one Philadelphia
suspended during the recent series" at hand and pulled down Schulte's
the
G
Cleveland
0 Pitchers Caesar and North of
. 1
fly.
Boston, practiced with Chicago.
two
best
of
the
Clemons
Mount
club,
out.
Bender
Zimmerman
and
Houck.
Tinker
singLapp, Thomas;
He was wildly cheered. Jimmy Lav- led to struck
hurlers in the Border league. Caesar
.
left, sending Sheckard to
Gregg and O'Neil.
ender, a recruit pitcher, was Chance's
is a left hander. They will report
and
Becker
muffed
Leach's
fly
while
York
selection to oppose New
At Boston
R. H. E. to Chicago on Sept. 2S. Caesar recent-going
3IcGraw chose Tesreau. Meyers was Sheckard scored, Zimmerman
seven inning game,
G
Boston
on
2
1 ly pitched a no hit
to
a
Zimmerman
scored
third.
behind the bat for New York. Archer
fct. Louis
G
to
second.
3
1
Leach
ball,
going
passed
for
Chicago.
caught
The Dainty VIOLET DULGE Beauty Aids
II
Cleveland, O., Aug. 16 Cleveland
Saier grounded to Merkle. Two runs,
O'Brien, "Wood and Carrigan; Ham
First inning New York Snodgrass one hit,
released Catcher Paddy Livingstone
ilton
one
and
error.
is a marvel of daintiness, both in package 8nd
Krichell.
Each
singled to left and Doyle walked. Beck
to Toledo tonight,
contents. No other line we ever handled has been
taking Catcher
Sixth inning, New York Snodgrass
er grounded to Saier, advancing the
na" 80 P0Pu'!l1'Every one of them makes appeal to
At Washington
R. H. E. Carisch from Toledo in return. t Each
mP
the most refined tastes delighU and fascinates the
runners. Murray flied to Schulte. hit one to Zimmerman too hot to
club
new
at
his
will
receiver
join
8
1
most refined senses.
Snodgrass scoring on the throw to handle and was safe at first. Doyle Washington
once. Livingstone was bought from
is ?
perfection in every minute detail
... 0 2
ThlsquadruplePlateSilverSugar
the plate. Merkle hit one too hot for forced Snodgrass, Downs to Tinker. Chicago
as the use ol the very purest and choicest ingredients,
Americans
last
the
Philadelphia
of
with
Johnson
A pair of these lovely Roman
the
Benz
and
end
purchase
Ainsmith;
Spoon
Parma and
t
(hc fin(,st scil.rt(.(i (lfurs from
Zimmerman to handle and worked a Tinker got Becker's fly. Doyle was
73 cents' worth of
gold Collar Pins with purSchalk.
No
Victoria Violets, and the highest art of the perfumer
to
out
Tinker.
Archer
stealing,
Herzog
double steal, Doyle scoring.
chase of 50c worth of
can make them. Each is guaranteed to please
Violet Dulce Toilet Articles
one
errors.
no
runs,
hit,
Two
runs,
Violet Dulce Toilet Articles
out, Zimmerman to Saier.
or money back.
Sixtn inning, Chicago Miller, bat- !
ENGLISH FEATHERWEIGHT
two hits, no errors.
CONLEY.
for
FIGHT
forcWILL
Downs, walked. Archer
First Inning,
Chicago Schekard ting
walked. Schulte fanned. Tinker sin- ed Miller at second, Herzog to Doyle.
NATIONAL.
Goode. batting for Reulbach
Battle Will Take Place In Vernon
struck
gled to center. Zimmerman was out,
New York at Chicago.
One of these beautiand
to
No
flied
Sheckard
out,
Arena Tomorrow Afternoon
Murray.
to
Fletcher to Merkle. Leach flied
ful Vanity Boxes,
Boston at St. Louis.
Coitat
Chance
no
no
Will
Have
errors.
runs,
hits,
Winner
containing powder
Meyer. No runs, one hit, no errors.
Cincinnati.
at
Brooklyn
ion.
Seventh inning, New York Downey
puif and diminishing
Second inning, New York Meyers
at
IN OUR WINDOWS
mirror, with every
Philadelphia
Pittsburg.
Downs
to
Chenat
Fletcher
second
and
to
left
and
replaced
singled
singled
oi
purchase
16. Harry
Los
Calif.,
Aug.
Angeles,
relieved
LavenReulbach.
Dulce
walkReuliback
then
Violet
ey
replaced
Murray
right.
AMERICAN.
Talcum Powfeatherweight,
Thomas, the English
You
see them
der in the box. Tesreau popped at ed. Sheckard was under Merkle's
FREE
Detroit at New Y'ork.
der or Violet
and Frankie Conley, former chamReulbach.
long fly.
Herzog walked. Meyers
Snodgrass fouled to
to
Japanese Eggshell Cup and Saucer
Dulce Toilet
properly
appreciate
St.
Louis
Boston.
at
arena
Vernon
in
the
with 81.00 worth of
pion, will meet
and Doyle flew out to Saier. forced Herzog, Downey to Tinker, MurSoap at is
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
Violet Dulce Toilet Articles.
tomorrow afternoon in a scheduled
cents
No runs, two hits, no errors.
ray attempted a double steal but
at
122
Chicago
20
at
round
bout
Washington.
pounds.
was
run
down
between
Murray
third
Second
Chicago Saier
inning,
a
The winner has been promised
home. Archer, Zimmerman
to
Besides the above souvenirs, a beautiful Harrison Fisher girl fan will be given free to
walked; Downs flied to Becker. Ar- and
chance at the title now held by JohnHALF WAY AROUND.
cher singled to left, sending Saier to Saier. No runs, no hits, no errors.
every purchaser of any Violet Dulce Toilet Dainty.
Seventh inning, Chicago Schulte
Providing, of course, that the Giants ny Coulon.
third. Reulbach laid down a bunt,
.What little betting that has been
Sheckard walked. walked. Tinker popped to Fletcher. win the National league pennant, ar clone
scoring Saier.
Every one cl these Elegant Violet Dulce Beauty Aids is a Marvel of Daintiness
shows Thomas a slight favorite.
Schulte flied to Herzog.
Tinker .lmmerman flied to Becker. Leach rangements have been practically
to make a trip half way
This Souvenir Sale is THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY AUGUST 15, 16, 17.
grounded to Doyle and was out at wainea. saier lifted a high foul to completed
THORPE MAY SIGN.
first. One run, two hits, no errors. Meyers. No runs, no hits, no errors, around the world with the winners
Kightn inning, New York Fletcher of the American league championship.
Boston, Aug. 16. James Thorpe,
Third inning, New York Becker
Fletcher In other words the teams taking part the Carlisle Indian wonder, may be
flied Schulte. Murray hit by pitched walked; Tesreau sacrificed
ball. Merkle struck out and Murray lo second; Snodgrass fouled to Zim in the world's series in the fall will induced to play professional baseball
stole second on a third strike. Her- merman; Doyle doubled to right, leave here on October 23 for a trip in Boston.
"I like the game," says Thorpe, "and
1'ietcner.
uecker was out. that will be watched with interest a
zog hit to Tinker but the ball took a
bad bound, going to left field. Murray-wen- t Downey to Saier. One run, one hit, greater part of next winter. The trip I like Boston and the people here, but
win cover leading cities in the United I would want to be with a winner."
to third. Herzog and Murray no errors.
worked a double steal, Murray scorEighth inning, Chicago Downey States, the rival teams playing in Los He may team up with the Sox.
"There will be no professional
before
ing, Meyers singled to center, scor- was oui on sinues. Archer flied to Angeles and San Francisco,
for Honol'u. After several ball for me this season, however,"
ing Herzog and went to second on Doyle. Williams, batting for Cheney
Leach's throw to the plate. Fletcher muieu oui to .ieyers. no runs, no games there, the players will go dl- - further declared Thorpe. "I am
to Japan to give exhibitions of Ing to finish up school first. I have
was out, Zimmerman to Saier. Two hits, no errors.
Ninth inning, New York Toney re- - the national game in Tokio and Yoko- - another year at Carlisle. Several big
runs, twolhits, no errors.

$56,000 FOR THREE FIGHTS MODEST
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PEERLESS BAR
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CIGARS

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

COLORADO SALOON

e

j

STANDING OF THE

'

e

CLUBS

n
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Easy-Sellin-

ONE NIGHT ONLY
mEBsmmmm

?m

UNCLE ABE'S

RHEUMATISM SOAP

j

MOVING PICTURES

SHOWING the Famous Double

The First
Time in the History of the Manly Art of
5elfDefense Where Both Men are Down
ed at the Same Time.
13th Round.

fair-size- d

TODAY'S REPOR7

WAS THE REFEREE RIGHT?

NEW YORK

I

IS WINNER

Post-dir-

Pope Motor Cycle

.

lone-live-

V

I

Nothing to OffendFor Ladies
and Children as well as for
Gentlemen.

1

d

Reul-bach"- s

ADMISSION 15 & 25 GENTS

xxxsxsxsxx

P.M.

7P.M.

j

.371

sec-end-

1

Free

Free

BEAUTIFUL
SOUVENIRS

FREE

FREE

-

...4

Jresh-cu-

TODAY'S GAMES

FREE

SEE THESE

FBEE SOUVENIRS
must

n

them.

The 3CXailL Store

base-sailin- g

HSCraiHIGCOHPilHY

go-re-

PHONE MAIN 37.

232 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
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here they will spend the night and
will take an Indian (initio tomorrow
ami (limb the Black Mesa. r turning
tomorrow night.
E. E. Van Horn of Ailimiueique. is
in the city today, his main purpose be-- ;
s
ing to introduce to sJanta Ke
his brand
of Sunshine
butter
whieh is the product of his recently
established creamery in ihe Duke
an Horn declares that he has
(ity.
Kansas butter backed into the shad
and he wants Santa
to knov
about it.

!v.

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST COi COURT

&

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

HOUSE

AT LONAS

Business

.

6. IAUGHLIN,

President

H.

W. E. GRIFFIN

WHILE

FIXING

DEMING STILL ON
THE BOOM

LEAK

IN

ROOF-W- ELL

INSURED

Established

1856

Incorporated

1903

Piatt,
Santa

li;.

h.

V.

superintendent of (he S. P. from
Barbara, Calif., tt Kl Paso.

Texas, and Mr. Dyer, superintendent

of the Tucson division of the S. P.,
in their private cars. J. D.

SAVED FROM FLAMES were here

SELIIKOMP
B1Q BARGAINS

IN

Towels, Bath Mats, White Quilts, Etc.
Huck Towels,

"
Bath Towels,

naw
19x45 "

Regular value 10c
"
" 20c
"
" 20c
" 30c
"
" 35c
"
"
" 50c
"
" SI. 15

10c,
I836 " 10c,

24x40 "
Etralleavy,2445 "
"
" 28x52 "

"

5c,

'

Bath Mats
White Quilts,

20c,
25c,
35c,
85c,

now$

White Dimity Quilts,
" Frinjred "

.75,
.99,
1.19,
1.27,
1.49,
1.89,
1.75,
.99,
1.59,

ii

baling alfalfa and they came to the
rescue at once together with about
half the populace of the town. The
building was built in 1.S7C and had
been used as a court house ever
since. It. was valued at about $U.000
and was insured for $6,0ijn. In many
respects, the burning of the ancient;
structure was not. cgarded as a ca!amity because it h now believed the;
county will erect a more commodious'
land a modern court house to take its
place.

Reg. Val. $1.25
1.50
1.75

2.15
2.50
2.25
1.50
2.2a

Now For Only

...

S6.50

.

$1.99

I

i

ft

ce

$10.00

SI2.C0

$1.99 $1.99

$1.99

$8.50

Must Be Closed Oat at Once

--

PERSONALS
C. B.

Stubblefield, traveling salesman, is over from Eas Vegas.
E. P. Davies is back again after
having spent several weeks in California.
R. C. Dillon, the Encino
merchant,
stopping at the Montezuma

See Oar Windows

H!i UM n

U

Mil U

jiti.uuu.uu

:

on improved business property only. Why not
put this with what you have and purchase a
GOOD income property ? We have for sale some
of the best residence property in the city. See
us before closing a deal elsewhere.

I

O.C. WATSON & CO.
1

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
19 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico-

Miss E. C. Hughes, of Stanlev. is
sightseer in the capital. She is at
the Coronado.
Mr. and Mrs. P. ,T. Sehaefer, from
tnsas City, are in town, the guests
of W. E. Griffin.
W. S. Ilerzstein, a salesman, and
W. C. Heacock, an attorney of Albtt- fiueroue, are in town, guests at the
Montezuma.
E. Wa'lace Springer is expected
over irom j.as vegas today on his
& motorcycle.
lie will proceed at once
to the Rito.
yV. S. Knight, from
'i
Ger- Berlin,
jJ many, is taking in the sights of the
Ancient City. He is registered at the
Montezuma.
State Senator Aniceto Aheytia came
up from Socorro to attend the funeral
,
of his
the late Mrs.
David Martinez.
Associate Justice R. U. ITanna re- turned last night from Eas Vegas,
where he attended the New Mexico
Bar association meeting.
The many friends of Mrs. R P.
will be pleased to learn that she
is recovering rapidly after an opera-- :
tion site underwent in California re-- ;
cently.
Attorney Francis Wilson returned
last night from Eas Vegas, where he
hod been in attendence at the meet-inof the Bar association.
Mr. Wil-son delivered a speech before the as-- ;
sociatibn.

t

B

TO LOAN

XI

-

u
;

'

sister-in-law-

'

MULLIGAN

El

RISING,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

1

-

Ladies' Fine Mull and Batiste,
Dresses in
all colors, elaborately trimmed with fine lace insertion:
Regular Values

high-price-

i

2.00

One-pie-

Matthews,
division
was
engineer,
with Mr. Dyer, and II. P.. Titcomb, engineer, and V. K. Day, private secretary, were with H. V. Piatt. The entire party spent about six hours in
Deming, getting acquainted with the
and f:imi'Utrizing
Deming people
themselves with the resources of this
region. A party of Dealing boosters
took the railroad men out in automo
biles, visiting in a short run the farms
of Earl Van Sickle. John Hind, C. K.
Hicks. P. K. Connaway, V. E. Foulks
and J. F. Doderer.. Mr. Piatt, who is
very familiar with the possibilities
of irrigation with the pump, being
himself in some degree a farmer, declared that this valley is one of the
most promising agricu'tunil districts
that lie ever saw. "With your abundance of pure water at s!i:.:iov depth,
with the
products which
are adapted to your climate and soil,
and with the enterprise and thrift that
is everywhere evident,
predict that
you have a district here which will
rival in prosperity any of the farming
districts of the southwest. One thing
which impresses me most favorably
with the new state of Xew Mexico is
the sanity and conservatism of the
legislation enacted at the first session of your state legislature.
It.
li at.
seems to me
yr.ir legislature
showed true statesmanship in meeting fairly and sensili y the many vexing problems presented to it."
Other members of the party were
a'ready more or less acquainted with
conditions here, but they, too, took
occasion to express themselves as
pleased with the progress that is being made in this town and valley.
They entertained a parly of Iteming
citizens at lunch in their private cars.
If. C. Brown let a contract today to
Messrs. Samuels and Son for a $5,0on
brick residence to be erected between the Xordhaus and Rutherford
cottages on Tin avenue. The residence will be built of pressed brick,
in the bungalow style, with built-ifurniture and hardwood floors and
It will
every modern convenience.
have six rooms and bath. Work will
begin on the same this afternoon.
II. J. Williams left yesterday for
Roswell, X. M., where he will meet
his mother Mrs. E. J. Williams, of
London, Ky. He will spend his vacation of two weeks there.
Forrest McKinley, of Eas Cruces,
is here today on business.
Herman Eindauer left this morning
for Panama to seek employment in
the canal zone.

l.os I.unas, X. M., Aug. If,. The ancient adobe court house here was destroyed by flames yesterday evening
shortly after five o'clock but by hard
work on the part of everyone in the
vicinity, all the books, papers and
other records were saved together
with all the furniture of any consequence in the structure.
The fire is believed to have resulted
irom cigarette stubs dropped by carpenters who were engaged in repairing the roof. The tire was first, .seen,
.when a few (lames burst through the
roof and the building burned front the
top down. Fortunately there were a
number of men near at hand engaged

Next Door to Postoffice,

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.

I

8

5.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

While they last

which will
not be long,

APRICOTS
CORRICK LIVERY BARN lj cts Per Pound
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

BUY NOW

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
GASPER ST.

Telephone 9 W.
Read It.

A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
A little want ad costs tout a few can see in a month. Try one.
cents and brings wonderful results
Latest sporting news in the Santa
when published In the New Mexican.
Fe New Mexican. Read It.
one.
Try

We are making a live paper.

If you use embossed stationery. rou
Society Stationery
Hex; can do no better than placing your oron
hand
have
can Printing Company
der with the New Mexican
and can make up promptly the latest prices will be quoted upon Printing
request.
forms insociety stationery. The nev Our
styles and .orais are strictly up
size correspondence cards, etc. Or. to dataders taken for engraved and emToday's news today, You get It In
bossed work. Several lines to make
the New Mexican.
our selection from.

and butchers $8,304(8.55; lights
pigs 6.00Li7.00.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 500.
Muttons J3.25Q 4.25; lambs
steady.
$5.50 6.75; range wethers and yearlings $3.25&4.7G; range ewes $2.00(&

ar-
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SPECIAL SALE
Saturday. August 17th Only.

4

A

4

of

great variety

articles will simply be

MARKED DOWN to such a price that you will
have to buy. The prices will be ridiculously
low and the values large.
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Some

uptothe-minut- e
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.g.

Dec. M

Corn,
Oats,
Pork,
Lard,
Jlibs,

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Seiit.

7

.Vs; Dec.
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Special Sale on all Ingrain Delton Carpets!

'

:,:,.

a.

UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

l.oj.
AND

Xew York. Aug.
s

t

11.

MONEY

-

Ike.

Wi
1

,",

lll

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

;

fi!

b I WK

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

THE

STOCKS.
It;.

Prime paper

fail

AKERS-WAGNE-

money

.Vr1-L'- ;

FURNITURE

R

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

Sil-

Mexican dollars IS
('tipI7..VI; Tin
per
V.:,rn u: Lead
Etiii; Amalgamated
s.l;;-s- :
Sugar 12S
bid; Atchison 110; Great
Northern 141
New York Central
1171-t- :
Northern Pacific l:!n;;-S- ; Reading I.'jI
Southern
Pacilic 11:!;
Lmon Pacific J
Steel
el
.
ii:;:;-spfd.
t;:;:

17-f-

FIRE

WITH 5 LARGE ROOMS n
besides Pantry and Bath ;
lot 90x175 ft., with a num- trees. Five blocks from plaa. Will

;

u
V)

Z

2

shade and fruit
quote SNAP price to immediate purchaser.

D ber

SUMMER FOOD OFTEN
CAUSES DYSPEPSIA.

FIRE

INSURANCE

-

of

c

7Z

uLi. JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER, 2
M.
Room 8,
Bank
Santa Fe,
n

Their Effect

on the Digestive
Organs Responsible for Many
of the Reason's Ills.

Capital City

N.

Building,

ra

X

Summer should be the season of
perfect health, but impure water and
milk, unripe fruit, mil the tendency
to indulge in acid foods and iced
drinks, produces a contrary condition
i.i many people.
The effect of the average summer
diet is to constipate even normally
regular bowels, and this results in
disarranging the entire digestive system. When tb? bowels are choked
with the stotnach's refuse, indigestion
is almost sure to fnt'ow and the waste
matter that should pass out through
the bowels, not finding passage, ferments in the stomach and the poisons
are forced into the blood, causing
much distress and often serious ill-

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

LIABILITY

SWEET PEAS
JAMES
Phone.

C. McCONVERY,
Palace Avenue

415

W 204.

ness.

To keep the bowels free there is no
more effective remedy than Dr. Cald- well's Syrup Pepsin. This is a pleasant-tasting
bowel stimulant and laxative tonic that is very gentle in its
action
bringing relief in an easy,
natural manner, and without discom- I epsui
tui i.
niiuijiiuu Ul ovilll
will quickly check summed diarrhoea
by cleansing the bowels and removing
the foreign matter that irritates and
inflames the tissue. It is sold in drug
stores for fifty cents a bottle; a large
famfy size, considerably more than
twice the quantity, costs a dollar. If
you have never used Syrup Pepsin
and would like a free trial bottle,
postpaid, write to Dr. W. li. Caldwell,
406 Washington
St., Monticello,

nil

SILVERWARE AND, JEWELRY.

Large assortment

the Best and Latest Patterns

of

in

SILVER.

STERLING

Special and Staple Patterns of High fiiade Table Silverware.
HAND DLC0RATED CHINA,

if

WATCHES,

It

CLOCKS.

Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
Reliable Jeweler

H. C. YONTZ,

i

San Francisco

Street.

FOR SALE!

nn

hitp
v

jun i vu, htlj

BIGGEST BARGAIN IN CITY
tront lots on Gal-i- s
Three Sixty-fo-

INSURANCE

teo Road, three blocks from Capitol
MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE!

Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

call ip

ot

SS.30&8.60;

Bug gies and Saddlers a Specialty.

104 DON

$0.50Ct 10.40; southern steers $4.50
6.50; southern cows and heifers i'i.2'
(fio.50; native cows and heifers $11.20
RtrvUora nnfl foivlorn 44 tiUfifi
iffiQIIU7.75 ; bulls $3.75(ft 5.25; calves $5.00tt
western steers $5.50lt 9.25;
8.25;
western cows $:).50?iC.00.
Market
Receipts 2,000.
Hogs
strong to 5c higher. Bulk of sales
$,5.301'
heavy $S.25(fi8.40; pack-er- s

has

FIT AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

y

WALL STREET.
Xew York, Aug. 16 Trading on
the exchange today was almost the
dullest of the week, with a tendency
toward reaction.
Leading issues ruled under yesterday's final quotations in the first
tohour, but made some recovery
wards noon. Canadian Pacific abruptly declined two points and American
..x.ao nwic
niiri emu .tiiss xjitraiiui Tobacco fell almost five. The moveH. Johnson of Xew York, left,, this ment as a
whole, reflected nothing
morning for a trip to San Ildefcnso quite so much as public and profesThe speculation
sional indifference.
became dull at midday. The rise in
prices ceased except for a few low
KAUNE
CG. priced specialties in which manipulation was evident. The market closed
irregular.
Selling of the active list
caused general recessions to lowest
prices in the last hour but something
of a rally came in the final dealings,
steel and Union Pacific showing sup- port.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 1C Cattle
Receipts 1000, including 800 south-- i
era. Market steady. Native steers
J

!

It portrays the most charming line of Fall and
Winter Styles we have ever shown.

COME AND SEE THEM

. nc opening
was
moving factors.
up with December nil-- t
steady to
at
to
i.angt-i;M'.j
went up to
That option tpec-lilo f on a lair demand and rented on the high, level.
The close was strong with
higher at !::
Corn opening was strong and well
supplanted by pin v.iasinir by large
traders. Sept ember started -l to s
to 7o and added
restup al tt!i
ing at the top. December moved up
to .VI
alter opening a shade to
to
higher at 34
Tlie close was strong anil near the
top. December finished
highr,:,e.
er at .14
Covering by short and rainy weathP1
tyir.g arrivals made oats strong.
casn non.-- t s taut m supplies ot
December opened u
to
at
to
and
ruled unit u Haiti ihe opening limits
ia tile early trading.
Good demand lor provisions
gave
Km:, less to t:ie entire
January
product leading saies varkd from unchanged to 10c advance. October products were: i'ork lv;27
lard
:'; ribs 1'i.e;,.
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. Hi. Wool market steady: territory a::u western me-durns
line mediums lVilin;
17.
line
NEW YORK COTTON.
Xew York. Aug. 1;. Cotton spot
closed quiet; middling uplands ll.:u);
,
sales lull bales.
middling gulf EM.-GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
C'hicatiti. 1!!.,
1G.
Wheat, Sept..

g

"Ones

gof'Ready-Mad- e

The new Portfolio of Kashion for Ladies and Misses

125 Palace Ave.

MARKETS.

s

Garments

d

WHY NOT ORDER THEM NOW?
rived.

hig-iit--

Deming, X. M., Aug.

RECORDS ARE

ALL

Millinery

PROBABLY
EM

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier
F

!

; MRS. W. UNDHARDT,

Your Patronage Solicited
STRUCTURE

Alan-Tailore-

For Almost the Price

eon.-uin-r-

SB URN
ANCIENT

Seasonable

LEON ARD

L

M

w

3.75.

The Daily Receipts of

LasCrucesCantaloupes
Go Like Hot Cakes

THEY ARE FINE, TRY THEM

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 16. Cattle Receipts 15,000. Market steady. Beeves
Texas
$5.10(fi 10.40;
steers $6.10
6.84; western $6.85 (g 9.00;
stockers
and feeders $4.25 7.35; cows and
' heifers $0.35 8.10; calves $6.50
9.75.

Hogs

All kinds of FRUITS and VEGE
TABLES received daily. If you
want nice Fruits and Vegetables
call on us.

Tne New

H.

S.

KAUNE

a

CO.

-

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Qualitv,

Receipts

12.000.

Market

steady to 5c up. Light $S.108.72
mixed $1.70 8.80; heavy $7.55 & 8.55;
rough $7.557.S0; pigs $6.00S6.25;
bulk of sales $8.00 8.50.
Sheep
Market
Receipts 10,000.
slow. Native
$:j.253.25; western

$3.253.35;
yearlings $4.305.50;
lambst native $l.257.15;
western
$4.257.15.

REAL ESTATE

Irnii
i -

City Property, Farms,
Ranches, Orchard's,

Land Grants,

AUTO GARAGE

Etc

Surety Bonds
Cor.

Of

Seligman
and
Water
Sts.

All Kinds.
Room

i

U

CHICAGO GRAIN.
Telephone 194 W.,
16.
Chicago, III., Aug.
Wheat traders today leaned to the bull side.
LAL'GHLIN building,
Trade was light with cash demand
and rainy weather in the northwest SANT A
FE, - - NEW MEXICO

THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED

THE

MACHINISTS

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
ONLY MODERN OARAGE IN THE CITY.

Giving the best service at all times.
l
SUPPLIES Ur tVtKY UtMKIr-IIUl-

Phone your cal

W

flArW.

THE McCORMlCK AUTO
'

CO.

;

f
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
FIRST NATIONAL
r

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice
The Santa Fe New Mexican
Published Daily
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
.I.Wight Giddings
William F. Brogau

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, per year: by mail

$5.00
$2.50

The Ranch of the

Rockies-Ope- n

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

ear Round.

the

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

RATES

Daily, per quarter, by mall

BANK

' ..."

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

money-transmitti-

$1.25

ng

tryiug all the letters in the alphabet before the searcher hits it right.
The laundry will be under L's instead
50
$1.00 Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
of Santa Fe; so will those other busia
"greatN
ness houses that have their own
Job;
names, and there will be other
OFFICERS.
changes that will add to the comfort
R. J. PALEN, President.
job
J. B. READ. Cashier.
and aid in keeping en even temper
L. A. HUGHES,
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
or. the part of patrons of the office.
"to mow
meadow
As it is now the telephone company
will have to answer some day for
some expressions that are not heard
mow.
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
in polite society, uttered by those
IHURRAH! TORE
inwho have looked for a man or an
Imy PANTS
stitution through all the letters they
A"t 'work
DISTRUSTS THE PEOPLE.
could think of and then made remarks
In Taft's speech of acceptance one thing stands out with conspicuous
more pointed even, than those made
clearness and that is his utter distrust of the people in their ability to
does notcold
by Brogan "on the side lines," only
rule. He made a frank admission of this belief early in his campaign for
Hrogan's are more polite than those
when ho spoke of ideal government as 'government by a
is he moved
ejected by the chap who gets tangled
tear,?
representative part of the people."
up in the directory book.
In his acceptance
speech he makes this somewhat remarkable stateThis is not a kick but a suggestion.
ment
I am so pleased with the appearance
"But these gentlemen propose to reform the government, whose present
of the city, brought about by Mayor
defects, if any, are due to the failure of the people to devote as much time
as is necessary to their political duties by requiring a political activity by
Lopez's weed work that I am impellS. A. AKINS,
ed to make these other little suggesthe people tihree times that which thus far the people have been willing to
Proprietor.
assume; and thus they propose remedies which, instead of exciting the peotions that may add to the comfort
UNDER
NEW
MANAGEMENT.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
and moral conduct of our citizens.
ple to further interest anil activity in the government, will tire them into
such an indifference as still further to remand control of public affairs to a
It is an encouragement to note the
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
minority."
cleanly appearance of our streets now
The fact is there shown that Mr. Taft absolutely does not believe in the
NOTHING SERIOUS.
and to observe the change in the lot
How beautifully "no vo:e" rhymes
The telephone bell called the By- on Palace avenue, across from the
capacity of the people to govern themselves. He 'has no faith in their patriotism: 'he still adheres to the belief that the methods by which he secured his with "keynote."
stander to the phone last night and a Sanitarium.
I regret to notice that
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
voice anxiously inquired: "Is there go- the old fire cans and galvanized iron
nomination are the right methods, and the "representative part of the peoAmerican Plan, $2.50 and up.
We shall have to refer to tine pro- ing to be a prize fight up on Fort stuff still holds its own between the
ple" who whould rule are the dictatorial bosses who procured for him the
honor which he was willing to accept at any cost. These are the people to gressive leaders as new war horses, Marcy? I see the militia has assempostoffice. and the Catron block. The
whom he believes the affairs of our government should be entrusted.
bled up there."
we suppose.
boxes have disappeared, to be sure,
In this frank statement of his beliefs as to the proper form of popular
The inquirer was speedily relieved but the spot does not look citified, yet,
Mr.
Taft has given to the progressives as good a campaign
government,
that is, not the way Prof. Carroll
Say Governor, if we make it just of anxiety, and told that the soldiers
document as could possibly be formed.
of a round won't were camped out there for prac- would urge that it should appear.
ten and
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Mr. Taft does not believe in the people. He has no confidence in t'heir
tice with only peaceable intent and no Maybe that will be cleaned up soon
it be alright?
patriotic purposes: no faith in their capacity. He only wants part of the
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
one was going to be injured to any though, as the spirit of clean up
people "to rule."
to
extent
the
sound
have
than
greater
to
be
extant.
seems
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
Isn't there another word in tne ot
the bugle break in upon the mornentire English language that
steam heat, electric lights.
our
slumbers
as
of
citizens
the
ing
REFORM NOT ROT.
rhyme with Trivial?
reveille call sounded over the silent MAGGIE MILGATES AT
The strongest power to redeem a man and hold him right lies within
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
A SUMMER RESORT
himself. Even penologists are realizing this.
Just as Detroit was bragging about city at sunrise. It was not an unI
sound
either.
not
do
know
pleasant
It is discovered that eleven Ohio murderers, sentenced for life, have for being "a city of the. first class" she
how the soldiers liked it, but to the
months been working out on a state farm, without armed guards and with breaks into l'ittsburg's class.
citizens of the town it was just a
nothing to hold them but their honor. They not only do not run away, but,
DIAGRAM.
not being known as convicts, have won the esteem and confidence of the' Otero says that the new party will pleasant note that may have awakena Vacation Prize as the Most
ed
Winning
to
be
could
them,
but
sure,
they
community.
sweep the country. Well, the coun- - roll over and have
Popular Pantsmaker, a Factory Girl
another nice
This looks like civilization. Punishment, in this day of advanced enlight-- ' try needs sweeping, alright,
Home About the People She
Writes
was
and
a
snooze,
not
morning
wani
enment. ought to reform men. not rot them.
Meets.
call to get up and get busy. There
ng
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Prisons have been in all ages dark and dismal, unhealthful and inhuman,
The worst of it is that in vetoing 2 a sort of romance
about that reve- and most of all to be deplored degrading instead of uplifting.
that executive, judiciary bi'l. AVillyum
a
still
Folks:
Dear
glad
I'm
having
ine can, ana it lanes one back in
Mankind, swayed between the extremes of hate and pity for the criminal, vetoed Uncle Tom's salary too.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
sob
imagination to scenes of early days time, but it does nearly make mebroken-dgallows and bouquets for the condemned, has made its prisons a strange com- all the poor, tired,
to
be
among
in
Santa
Fe
when
the
note
was
bugle
mnation ot Hell and paradise. Common sense has had little chance.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
These Vlsterites are queer people. often sounded and when
people who've come to get a
it meant own
No offense that the misguided may commit can be
roses
just cause to deprive They use to fight neainst British rule more than it did
and today new clutch on life and coax the
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
them of opportunity to redeem and remake themselves
yesterday
through the vitalizing and now they are against home rule.
as the call Moated out on the clear back into their cheeks. There's lots
influences of wholesome labor under healthful conditions.
Central Location.
k
I'll
give you
morning air. Probably to the chaps of pathetic cases, and
Through crime men may forfeit their right to all the blessings of civilized
Willyum has vetoed his own salary. who are doing this bit of harmless one for a sample. He's a gink from
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Large Sample Rooms.
society. Hut they do not forfeit their inherent right to God's free gift of Well
Willyum, when a feller gets so soldiery up on the heights near the Chicago named Cobbles. I know you'd
sunshine and pure air.
a
wine
He's
him.
be
for
stuck on the veto as to do that, he is city there was no
agent
sorry
And they can never forfeit their right to the exercise of what honor
thought of the romantic side of the affair. To them it resting up after a hard season's work.
is in them. For honor, however small, is the vital spark that must be fanned past help.
Cobbles has a tapering crock that
was only a duty call and had only to
to a glow and to a blaze, if there is to be redemption.
a
in a do with the
to
beerkeg wo ild glance off of if
expects
Congress
adjourn
present moment, and in
Are we learning at last in dealing with our unfortunates to sweeten the
few days. Of course, because Uncle anything but a delightful way at that. hurled with murderous intent. Noth- primal animal instincts with human sympathy and reason?
Tom has to do that keynoting and Even in miniature war I do not iniago
everyone knows congress couldn't run ine that it is all fun but it is far from
IT IS ALL SETTLED.
the real thing.
with Unc'e Tom away.
Chairman Hilles has settled the question for us. Taft is to have 3S1
Anyhow, in the present instance
votes in the electoral college. He is going to carry every single solitary
Before he left Chicago, Mr. Hilles (he militia is not engaged in anything
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
northern state, besides Tennessee, Delaware and West Virginia. Of course received most encouraging reports as warlike as (fuelling a fisticuff game
New Mexico is for Taft and Arizona is doubtful. For some reason
committeemen from r.nd the town sports have no occasion
young from national
to
Mr. Hilles has not included Mississippi and Georgia but probably
they will many of the states. And we presume a get excited. The only prospect of
-be included in the next forecast that is to be made by the enthusiastic that Sol sent one of those reports
prize fight in Santa Fe is that of
Taftite.
the Wolgast-River- s
too.
fight which is to
It is further stated that the vote drawn from the
be exhibited tonight and tomorrow
republican partv bv
MOULTON-ESP- E
COMPANV
the progressives wii! be very small and that as many will come from"
the The Old Guard is getting behind in night in the movies at the Elks' the
democrats as from republicans.
ater.
this game of lopping off our patron.vir. Mines nas another forecast
When he has had a little more age. They are sending in only a few
coming.
GENERAL AGENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M.
experience in political affairs, and has lost some of that exuberance which "btop my paper" letters while the
SUCH A JOKE.
with the first flush of sudden power and prominence, Mr. Hilles will er fellows are sending in a dozen
Every now and then we all of us
political situations with a little more sanity, and will permit his judg-- subscribers or so a day and some of read of what a lot of fun some people
ment to temper his enthusiasm.
:t!le otters they write are so interest- - have had with a newly married couple.
Poor Woodrow Wilson will be crushed when lie sees how few votes ing.
U is suc'h a joke for two people to
THE SICK SPORT.
the juvenile Mr. Hilles is going to let him have, and Teddy will
get married and the event demands
that1
give up
the perpetration of so many funny-isms- . ing much ails him there, but one of
proposed western trip when he finds out that lie is not to be permitted to There, little Sec, don't crv,
have one single, solitary vote in the whole electoral
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
Mr. Hilles'
his feet is poulticed with a sofa pilcollege.
They have sure got vour goat,
humor is real funny bu his common sense is simply
A few days ago
in Pittsburg a low on account of gout. So he's come
MANUFACTURER OF
But the San Miguel vote,
pitiful.
.
o
Can be locked up again, bye and bve. bridegroom was captured by some of iere to live the simple life and doesn't
MEXICAN
PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
RUGS,
BLANKETS,
While Senator Gore of Oklahoma, is blind, his idea storehouse is bv no
these excruciatingly witty jokers and tat anything but the whole menu and;
means empty. He is not altogether satisfied with the condition of
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seem
in
the
dark to you with
the promay
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Doriiood and tied to a tree. Then the he boosts tor.
siesMxe waiiv. n is snowing too mucn strength and vitality to suit the dis-- !
Send for Price List.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
Taft jobs so few,
a wine agent
Sending
friends who thought it all so jolly and to a tobasco summer resort tor his
tinguished senator and 'he is earnestly urging upon his political friends the But all vou can do is to
119 Don Gaspar Avenue.
try
danger of over confidence. He freely admitted in an interview at Sea Girt Though thev seek to refute,
"twas a richly funny danced and yelled about health, it seems to muh, is a good
was
that there
such a thing as underestimating the strength of an
the captive all night long, releasing ueal like
trivial dispute,
opponent
prescribing a sea voyage for'
and the present progressive party is not a thing to be treated
him in the morning to go and find a
Don't cry, little Sec, don't crv
lightly. It is
pirate. It brings tears to the eyes'
a little amusing to watch the change in tone of the
his
.
bride.
Ha, a, ha. Never heard to see him wasting away to twice his
opposition. A few weeks
ONE DOLLAR BUYS
as a tuujeci ior taugnter by the old or-- ; And consulting Webster further. of anything so original and absolute sue when he's
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I'm glad I'm one of the vox pofrom the Latin, Trivialis, and consid- full of sense too. I don't see' how the
Gee,
"This is a new era
r iism. mere is a new political creed, the trreat ered from that
ever got over laughing at it.
Let us Explain Our New
u.i and don't run no risks of gout
derivation, it might be johists
oreen oi equal opportunity, of a fair deal for ail human kind, of eivintr
Then, in an eastern city a charivari sewing jeans in the mill.
TRAVEL
so used as to refer to cross roads or
INDEMNITY POLICY
Yours,
child in the race of life an equal start: in the last analysis it is the creed of
For those who travel.
streets that interfect. There is, how- time uiougnr tney would have the wuere they're mostly stallfed.
This contract is a winner.
humanity that is now the creed of one of the great national parties."
of their lives with a newlv marMAGGIE.
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That has the human ring. It is not a call for any destructive action, but ever, apparently nothing to indicate ried couple and the bride became so
that it could have any reference to
a life line thrown out to those who need help. It is a
quotation from the a county jail or other public building. incensed that she shot into the crowd
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so
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seriously that he died. New Mexican will put your real esfurther back than the Latin in this wasn t It
-great fun? He, he, I never tate on the market effectively. It will
The appointment of William Barnes Jr., of New York to serve on the issue, although we will keep steadily heard of anything so
tremendously put the facts of your property before
at
our
research.
auvisory repuuncan campaign committee, by Chairman Hilles is peculiarly
funny as the gay times these charivari the
eyet, f all possible buyers.
humorists have with newly married
appropriate, in view of the recent events. Barnes will be remembered among
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other things, as a bitter opponent of all the progressive policies of Hughes
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MAN
AND THE SOIL.
Dr. R. V. Pierce of Buffalo, author of the Common Sense

Medical Adviser, says " why does not the farmer treat his own
body as he treats the land he cultivates.
He pti's hack in
what he takes out in crops, or the land would grow poor.
The farmer should put back into his body the vital elements
exhausted by labor, or by
induced by some chronic
disease."
Further, he says, " the great value of my Doctor
r .crce g ooiuen meaicei discovery is in its vitalizing power. It
gives
to the stomach and purity to the blood.
It is like the phosphates which strength
sunply
nature with the substances that buiid up the crops. The
action of
phos-pha-

te

will leave here some time before the
convention opens and will likely
Ctergyman's Son
spend some time in the north before
Cured ol Tuberculosis
leturning, or as much time as his' theConsumption Is a rt;it icriii ihsrnse ami
sutl't'ivr is tilled with
work here will permit. Roswell Rec-- !
hopes of
Cull U h
iuipimcmeitt.
it, l(WU
name und then hike
ord.
n's A It
im-l- ii

BLOOD

POISON.
Samuel Holstein. who came to the
Socorro hospital on July 2!,
suffering!
Doctor
fi'om blond poisoning in ,js
fiolden Medical discovery
ripht arm.
is due to its effect on the stomach and organs of
and nutrition.
Dishas
been
digestion
to
compelled
undergo no
eases that begin in the stomach are cured through the stomach.
A bilious spell Mess than three
operations since his
is simply the result of an effort made by the hvcr to catch up when
arrival at that much appreciated instiI have found the '
and exhausted.
Discovery ' to be unsurpassed as a liver regulator and rich
tution.
Mr.
Holstcin's permanent
Miss Lottie K.niskt.v of Perth. TTansn
home is at l'ottsville, Pa., but he had
will here ndil rnv teitimnrnr
I
m uiu uuecuvcness ot your remedy upon mvsclf
I was troubled with indigestion
late'y been living on the ranch of
r yn hum--I
....
101 ou
)('! irt',1 with r u
C'has. Bruton in the western part of
received
JU I::' b.!:i
I"'rman,.nt relief. I was run Socorro
county, and his friends there
"nil Hie pain ill III',' lest. CM'ISIM hv itms on the stnm.
'.""
ai'h.
illfe"!?..: ? l.mi
nearly all the as well as elsewhere will he pleased
JJIV
time.
'
"
to know that he is rapidly recovering
cry,' and after haVing, !,.
,
Can now eat without rIMreys and have
fifteen pou U in we M,"
and expects to leave the hospital not
gained
I ttank you for your remedy and wisu you all success i:, your
good work."
rfltor than the latter part of next
week. Socorro Chieftain.
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Congress is about to terminate a
ression that has now run over
days. Since the organization of the
governiiient tiieic have been but seven continuous
sessions of great
length. .Measured by the standard ol
laws enacted, this one has not
been fruitful of much general legishi-- '
.or great
tion; hut from the
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MATTERS UNSET-neTLED.
he pot :i!:t i;uesti(uis remain to be
seith d this week between the two
houses, or between congress iind the
president.
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appropriation hills.
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Political activities have helped to are:
Proposed abolishment of ihc tariff
prolong it; and political differences!
between the house and the senate, commission ami the commerce court.
the one democratic and the other conBattleship buiiilin
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Reorganization plans for the army, in the first National Bank
wnpis tn the republican party, have served toj
building.
express iny appreciation nf whal ynur tie up
appropriation bills ami impede! partly rejected by the president when Apply to F. M. Jones.
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lii spair inin
l,e vetoed
the army appropriat ion
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(bill.
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rolling day, such iy Zook's Parniacy, Santa Fe.
sary to remove the nail which Bobbie ditches. There are also several shacks
S(lllu '"' the important new laws
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SOME THINGS ACCOMPLISHED.
will no doubt use as a watch charm. on main street, lire traps that should as was recently celebrated at DougThe more important developments ' ,i!at bave already resulted from the
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Fruit boxes at Gormley's Genl. Store
The vacant lot opposite the Palace
hotel is being cleared of weeds.
rooms for rent. Inquire at 235
East Palace avenue.
Two shows at The Elks" tonight.
First t 7:3d.
Mrs. Conway is nutting up a nice
six room adobe on Hancock street.
An entire new front is being put on
the "Edison" store on San Francisco
street.
Now is a good time to paint aim
Shcrwin Willia:ns paint and var-

your own hair man to uuy u. ul"
hair tonic stops your hair from fall-- ;
ing out. Zooks.
r
The furniture specials of the
Furniture Company are timely and are deserving of your attention.
ever
The greatest fight pictures
pictures at the
shown;
Elks' tonight.
The funeral of Mrs. David Martinez
this
took place from the caledral
morning. Services were conducted by
Very Reverend Anthony Fourchegu,
interment being made in Kosario
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nation of the relation of that statute What is the difference between
to t'he patent laws. The suit will test
prlz fiflht ana our meat shop?
the right of corporations and individuals to join their respective patent
monopolies into one big monopoly
western points to determine the best through combinations
and agreecenters for branch headquarters.
ments.
Governor Wilson has accepted an
These issues, it is declared, are
invitation to speak at the encamp brought out more forcibly in. today's
t
ment of the Spanish War Veterans at; suit than any pending
litiga.
Atlantic City on September 10.
tion.
The same week, but on different
days, Colonel Roosevelt and President
KNOW IT WELL.
Taft have been invited to speak.
Familiar Features Well Known to
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Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens.
POLICE NEW CLEW.
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Chicago, 111., Aug. 1C MadiU Mccormick ret imed to progressive party headquarters at New York today
mid said that Colonel Roosevelt would
carry New York because of the feeldemocrats
ing among the
against men active in Mr. Wilson's
rebehalf and antipathy of
publicans to President Taft.
Mr. McCormick said the progressive executive committee, which will
The thermometer only reached VI direct the campaign, practically had
nishes (it Goebels.
mark yesterday at 3:0a p. m. been decided upon, but that announceA familiar burden in many nomes.
Charles Fairfield has bought one otj'At high
(Continued rrom Fage One)
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u:3i a. in. it dropped to .:;. lhe ment of the membership would not be
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Baltimore but has said his client is
Doan's Kidney Pills are for weak
- ing
Wednesday when an imshape due to the good work of Ricar- showers tonight or Saturday.
ready for trial.
kidneys.
rln Abiriri and his men.
portant conference is expected.
Here is Santa Fe testimony.
Albany, X. Y., Aug. IB. At the reFurnished Rooms for Rent
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Yesterday afternoon Mike Stanton job to make me explicit," remarked
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ronGovernor
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a
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with
closed
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The Way They Rank !
npiicot crop ready for the market and
found" as a result of the Rosenthal to the pain in my back, there were
ton know their apricots are not to be tract for the Elks' opera house, when his attention was called to re
of inflammation of the
symptoms
The Mere Mention
which will be pleasing news to all ports from Oyster Bay that Colonel investigation
beat for size and quality.
ot bladder.
The kidney secretions were
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WATER NOTICE.
Where any water is found running
tc waste off from any premises within the city after Wednesday morning,
August 14th, service will be discontinued on such premises without further notice.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.,
FRANK OWEN,
Manager.

plumbing

No fry, no broi', no roast, no boil,
Just go and help yourself.
Care

service that will
meet these requirements exactly.
Ask us for prices

Written

by .JOHN' DOYLE,
i. M. Ferry & Co., Detroit, Mich.
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tract 5,000 acres up
Prices right and on good terms.
For information call on or write
O. O. CARR, CHAMA, N. M.
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GET MORE THAN USUAL
YOU

VALUES I

that the best way to be sure
getting GOOD CLOTHES for your

KNOW

money is to go to a place where none but
good clothes are sold. The best way to get
more than usual for your money is to go to
that place where they're offering goods at
clearance prices. That's what we're doing
here nowwe're clearing the desks for the fall
campaign; everything goes at a price now.

t

Clothes go; Summer Suits that you'll BE GLAD
TO OWN and wear at much under regular prices.
Copyright

Han Scluffner ft Mare

Home of Hart, Schafftier & Marx Clothes.

NATHAN SALMON
n

